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NOW AVAILABLE—MINIFIGS FLAGS ^
3 sets of BRITISH INFANTRY FLAGS 25mm scale

B1 Sheet of 5 standards (Shield centre device) 50p each *
B2 Sheet of 5 standards (Gircie centre device) 50p each
B3 Sheet of 5 standards (Kings colours) 50p each

These fully coloured flags are of the superb quality associated
with all Minifigs products. All you do is number them.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Catalog.
Send

75p
INLAND

90p
OVERSEAS

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28-32 NORTHAM Ra, SOimiAMPTON. Tel:20855

OUR SUPERB QUALITY FIGURES
* * NOW AVAILABLE AT * ** *

FULL STOCK

OF ALL

MINIFIGS

AND

SKYTREX

PRODUCTS

PLUS

BOOKS

RULES

GAMES

AND

ACCESSORIES

Minifigs Skytrex (UK) Ltd.

Victoria

Station
Woolworths

Giliingham Street

ALL

WARGAMERS, COLLECTORS

AND ENTHUSIASTS WILL

RECEIVE A WARM WELCOME

FROM THE MANAGER

DAVE ROTOR

AT 13 GILLINGHAM STREET

LONDON S.W.I

Please note

PERSONAL SERVICE ONLY

AT THIS ADDRESS



Heroics & Ros Figures Please note new prices, caused
by enormous Increases in
cost of metal.

specialists in 1 j300th scaie

Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-quaiity tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and
proportion. ~~~

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's NEW! Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Pack of 5 for 60p
German

Panzer II B

Panzer II F

Panzer II Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer I IIJ

Panzer III M

Panzer III N

StuG I I I G

Panzer IV D

Panzer IV F1

Panzer IV F2

Panzer IV H

StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Panzer 38(t)
Marder III Sd 139

Marder II H

Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschal
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
HanomagSd 251/18
Hanomag Sd 251/1D -
late version

Sd251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd 251/1 6 Flamm

OstwindAA separately {5p) JSII
Wirbelwind AA Rommel personality set JS III
OpelBlitz with Rommel, staff 'ISU122
Opel Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders ISU152
O

ISU 152

pel Maultier softskin and ha
Kubelwagen (6p) MeIC
Schwimmwagen (6p) Fw19
BMW + sidecar (6p) Ju87
Bussing Nag truck Hs 12!
Raupenschlepper Ost MeBf
SdKfz222 Me 41
SdKfz231 Fwl8
SdKfz234/l DFS2
SdKfz 234/2 Puma Gotha
Protz tractor Me 16

Kettenkrad (Bp) BR57
SdKfz 10 Locorr
SdKfz 11 ArmoL
SdKfz7 10.5c
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7 Flak (2
Flakvierling on Sd 7 Panzer
Pak 35/36 + crew (20p)
Pak 38 + crew Flat ca
Pak38 + crew llOp)
Pak 40 + crew Panzer
Pak 43/41 + crew trolley
Pak 43 on cruciform trail Straigl
+• crew Curvec
7,62 Pak 36 ir) + crew
10.5cm howitzer + crew

1 5 cm howitzer + crew

1 7 cm howitzer + crew

8.8 Flak 37 + crew

7.5 cm G36 mountain gun USSR

and ha

10.5 c

trolley
Straigh

lf-track (25p)
Me109G(12p)
Fw 190D(12p)
Ju87B(15pl
Hs 129(15p)
MeBf 1 10(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw 189(15p)
DFS230g!ider(15p)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me163(12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with

T-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64 UNITED KINGDOM 17pdr + crew
T-70 Tetrarch 25 pdr, limber & crew
GAZ-AAA Honey 5.5 in howitzer + crew
GAZ-60 Grant 7.2 in howitzer + crew
JAG-12 ShermanM4A1 Bofors 40mm AA gun
GAZ-67 (6p) Sherman Firefly Morris 6 x 4 Bofors tra<
Katyusha on Studebaker Matilda Quad tractor
Katyusha on GAZ Valentine II Scammel tractor
M42 45mm AT + crew Valentine IX Bedford QL
M41 57mm AT + crew Archer Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
M44 100 mm AT + crew Bishop truck
M39 76.2mm field gun + Churchill III Chevrolet 1 5 cwt
crew Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton
M31/37 1 22mm field gun Churchill AVRE (12p) (1 2p)Bedford OL with office

Morris 6x4 Bofors trac
Quad tractor

Scammel tractor

Bedford QL
Fbrd (Canada) 15cwt
truck

Chevrolet 15 cwt

locomotive (30p}
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p)
Flat car (10p)
Straight track (8p)
Curved track (8p)

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1

Crusader AA Mk 2

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr + crew
2 pdr+ crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr, limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew

7.2 in howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun

m in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun +
Flak(25p) crew
Panzer 38(t) on flat car M31/37 1 22mm field gun
(20p) + crew
Flat car for mine defence MSB 1 52mm howitzer +
nop) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

h

M18 Hellcat

M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP

M3 halftrack
T19 105mm GMC

tor M3 75mm GMC

t track (8p)
Curved track (8p)

owitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (8p) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately (Bp) A13
57mm AT on Komsomlets Crusader II

Churchill Crocodile (12p) body
Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Ram Kangaroo (12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Churchill Carpet Layer ScammelTank
Deacon (12p) Transporter

B

+ crew

7.5 cm infantry gun
1 5cm inf. gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew

BT-7

T34/76B

T34/760

T34/85
Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar (1 5p) KV1
Arm'd Maultier Rocket German standing gun KV2 F
Launcher crew separately (Bp) SU85 V
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU100 L
Sd250/9a/c crew separately (Bp) T28(12p) ^
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p| F

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are all
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

SU76

SU-37-1 AA

Komsomlets
Stalinets

GAZ-AAA quad AA
MG's
Polikarpov 1-16 (12p)
11-2 Sturmovik(12p)
Pe-2

Yak-9(12p)
La-5(12p)
MiG-3(12p)
Russian Armoured

Crusader III

Cromwell

Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab

Sherman DD

Marmon Herrington
H umber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car

Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

ritish kneeling
artillerymen separately
(Bp)
British standing
artillerymen separately
(Bp)
Spitfire IX(12p)
Hurricane li (12p)
Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Typhoon IB {12p}

USA

M3 Stuart

M5 Stuart

M24Chaffee

Jeep (6p)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound MB
Studebaker 2\ ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High SpeedTractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline
Truck

White Scout Car

3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howitler +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51 D Mustang (12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt (12p)
P40E Kittyhawk (12p)

ITALIAN

Ml 3/40
Semovente75

CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
FiatG50Bis(12p)

NEW WWII; Hungarian Turan 1 .Turan 2.
Italian: M1 1/39. Fiat 626 truck,
Russian: T40, T50 Light tanks

1 /300th SCALE FIGU RES 70 pence packs.
SOVIET

T 72 Tank
T 62 Tank

T 55 Tank

T- 55 dozer

T 55 mine clearer
T 10M lank

PT 76 light tank
BMP 76 (BMP 11

MICV
BTR 40P with Swatter

BTR 60PBAPC

BRDM 2 APC

BRDM 2 with Sagger
ASU 85 SPgun
UAZ 469 leep
BM 2 1 Rocket

ZSU 23 4 SPAA

ZSU 57 2 SPAA
D 30 122 mm howitzer

M55 1 52mm howitzer

♦ crew

M55 lOOmmAT gun ♦
crew

BTR 50 APC

BMP Parairoop APC
BM -14 towed rocket

launcher ♦ crew
GAZ 69 jeep
URAL 375 truck

SA 6 Gainful AA missile
SA 9 Gaskin AA missile

SA 2 Guideline AA

missile

M1974 122mm SPG

ASU 57 SPAT gun
GAZ 69 ♦ Recoilless
rifle

FROG 7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

MiG I 7 I t2ul
MiG I9(15p)
MiG 21 I15p)

MiG 23 (30pl
MiG 25 Fo*l)iU i30j)l
Su 7il5i»
Sti 9 (30pl
So 15 I30iil
Yak 28(30p)
Ml 8 Hip 130|))
Ml 24 HinrfdSpl

USA

M60A1 tank

M60A2tank

M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

Ml 13 APC

Mn3 r lecuillessrifle
Ml 13 . TOW AT

missile

Ml 63 Vulcan SPAA

M730 Chaparral SP AA
missile sysiem

M ] 06 mortar earner
M 1 14 recce vehicle

M728 Combat
Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10 SP howiizer
M107 SP howitzer

M 109 SP howitzer

Commando armoured

car

XR3 1 1 High mobility
wheelerl carrier ♦ TOW
M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Duster SPAA

M548 tracked earner

Honest John missile on

launcher truck

Hawk AA missiles on

M 548 laurtcfier

M577 command

vehicle

Dragon liyhi AT missile

sei of three Jaguar (1
Huey Cobra gunship Harrier 11
(15p) Boccanee
Bell Iroguoisl 1 5pl
Skyhdwk ( 15pl ^comai
F104Siar1ighter(l5pl
F4 Phantom I25p) Leopard/
FniE(25p) Leopard/
F14ATomc3H25pl
F15Eagle(25p) Marrier M

Gepard S

ISRAEL Jagdpanz
Super Sherman missile ca

Jagdpanz

SWEDEN AT gun
Stank
Ikv 9 I light tank

Milan ligh
set of thre

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain FRENCH

Cenlunon AMX 30'

Centurion AVRE AMX-13 I
FV432APC AMX 13

FV438 Swingfire missiles
launcher AMX 13

FV432 I mortar siles
FV432 ♦ Wombat AMLH9(

FV432 " Rarden car

FV432 ♦ Cymoeline EBR 75 a
radar AMX 30
Chieftain Bridge Layer (20pl howitzer

Jaguar(1 5pl
Harrierl15p)
Buccaneer I30iil

GERMAN
Leopard A1

Leopard A2
Leopard A4

Marder MiCV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakeie
missilecarner

Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
Spz-n 2 APC
Spz 12 3 APC
Milan light AT missile
set of three

FRENCH

AMX 30iank

AMX-13 light tank
AMX 13 » SS11 AT

missiles

AMX 13 + HOTmis

siles

AMLH 90 armoured

Ahbot SPG

Saladin armoured car

Saracen APC

Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car

Ferret 2''6 AT missile

carnei

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Sinker light AT missile
earner

Spartan light APC
Rapiei AA missile

AMX-30 with Roland
AA missiles

AMX 30 Roland AA

missile launcher

AMX 10APC

AMX 10 . HOT AT

missiles

Jeep with Entac AT
missiles

Milan light AT missile
launcher Isei of 31
Mirage IIIC (15pl
Jaguar{1 5p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFNW Napoleon Ma'siiais
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD

UNITS

MFNb Gienadiersol the Old Guard

MFN20 Chasseurs a Pieilo' the Guard
MFN7 Hoise Grenadiers

MFN 1 i Chasseurs a Cheval of (he Guard

MFN2 Polish Lancers ol the Guard

MFN8 Foot Artiltery of the Guard
MfN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard ,
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS

MFN1 Line Grenadiers

ly1FN14 Fr LmeFusilie's

MFN4 Volliguers skirmishir>g
fylFNte Fr Carahiniers

fVIFNtO Cuirassiers
MFN 1 9 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval of the cine
MfN 12 Hussars

MFN13 Lancers of the Line

MfN3 FoolArliliery
ft^FNlb Fi GunTeams

MFNI8 Fi Wagons and Teams
SRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS

MBN 16 Wellington & Generals
MBNt British Inlaniry
MBN 7 British Lme Irdantry Light Co
MBN 14 Brilisfi Light inlantry
MSN 1 5 Biitish lighl Ihtanlry skirmishing
M6N5 Highlanders

M8N8 Highlanders skirmishing
M8N4 Riflemen

MBN 1 7 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 ScotsGreys
MBN 10 British Hussars

MBN I I Bill Ll Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Anillery
M0N3 Foot ArliHei/
MAN 12 Brit Gun Teams

MBN13811I W.igons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Miiskeieers

MPN2 Jagprs sXiinMShing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans

MPN4 Artillery

AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers

MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers

MAN3 Austrian Jagers skirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cunassiers

MANE Austria A At 11 Her V

NEW! U.S.S.R.: M 1970 APC. f^TU-55 Bridgelayer (20p), SIL-131 truck.
U.S.A.: XM-723 MICV. Lance missile, M60 AVLB (20p). M35 2it. truck.

Postage & Packing: UK 10% in £. minimum postage lOp. Overseas Airmail
40% in C, overseas seamail 20% In £. Europe 1 5% in £. £1 = 100 pence =
$1.753pprox.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers

MRN6 Pavlov Guard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers

MflN6 Cossatks

MRN4 Aflrllery

BAVARIAN UNITS

MGN1 Bavarian litlaniry
POLISH UNITS

MWN 1 Polish Infanlty
MFN2 Lanters

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN? Sp.inish Grenadiers
MSN3 Siianisri Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Siraiiish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR

GRl German Irilanlry
GH2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 GeirnanWorldWar It cavalry
GR5 Alrika Kurps
6RI Biriish Infantry
8R? British Infantry Support

Weapons

8R3 British Paratroeps
8R4 BlhArrny
SR 1 RiiSSSian Infantry
SR2 Russian Intantry Support

Weupons
SR4 RussianWorldWarllcavalry

USR1 United Stales Infantry
USR2 Uncled Stales Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERtOD

Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Waisaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD

ROMANS

MAR1 Roman Legionaires
MAR3 Romans attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Inlantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer

MARS RomanCavalry
MAfl6 RomanWar Engines
MAR 7 Praetorian Guard

MARS Eauites Smgularis Guard Cavalry
MARS WeslernAoxiliaryArr.hets

MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking

MAR 10 Late Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals. Tribunes
BYZANTINES
MAB1 Byianiinc Heavy Infarttry
MA82 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB 3 SvzaniineHeavyCava'iY
MA64 Byzantine Light Caval'y
MAB5 Byzaniine Horse Archers
MAS6 Byzaniine Fool A-jhers
BARBARIANS
MA1 1 Oacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rhoinphiae. archers

MA 12 Visigoihic Infantry
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MAI4 Gothic Cavalry
MAIS Sarmatian Caiaphracis
MAFl Gaulish Inlantry

MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE

MAGI Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Aichers
MAG3 Greeic Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavaliy
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hopliies
MAGS Peliasis

MAG 10 Macedonian Hypaspists
MAGI 1 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals

MAP2 Peisian Archers

MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian HofseArcheis

MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP 7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots

MAPB Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIDS

MAS1 Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers

MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarii
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts

MASS Sassihid Light Cavalry
MAS6 Sassanid Elephants

NEW

MA16 Ancient British Chariot

MAI 7 Ancient British infantry
MA1B Ancient British Cavalry
MAI 9 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)

IVIAILORDER Legionaries attacking

Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
effort will be made to fulfil first choices.

We accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD. BANKAMERICARD, CHARGEX.
Just send your card number.

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. SEI UK
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HAN DYNASTY CHINESE
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FIGURES OF OUTSTANDING QUALITY



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

'^TTje Age OfElegaqce (PartU)

a

This scene is constructed from the background, furniture and accessories in our current ranges.

1/32nd SCALE 18th CENTURY MODELS IN FINE ENGLISH PEWTER.

G4. Country G5. Speaker
Gentleman leaning on

table

G6. Seated G7. Writing on
leaning on table

table

Chair hot included

G9. Serving
Girl

ALL SINGLE FIGURE KITS £1.70 each

(All prices include V.A.T. — POST FREE)

G8. Two men on Tavern Settle

Complete Kit £3.95

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE/HANDBOOK
(These new figures are not yet included)

PRICE U.K./EURGPE 60p (inc. postage)
U.S.A. $3.00 (airmail)

I Buy it with Access I

'BAD NEWS'

The Square. Earls Barton, Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810 612



SKYTREX LTDB

unless

priced

otherwise

BEAT INFLATION I DO YOU WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY?

1 /300th Modern 8p each

®  ' DPI T70MBT(1976) DMB40 Bedford 4 ton Truck (

DP3 T55 each DMB41 Bedford MK. 4 ton Tr
Delivered usually by return. dp4 t62 with 14x4)
WE ARE ATYOUR SERVICE dps PT76 rotating DMB42 Stalwart Fuel Carrier

WARSAW PACT
DPI T70MBT(1976)

DPS T55 each

DP4 T62 with

DPS PT76 rotating
0P6 ZSU57/SPAA

BRITAIN (com.)
DMB40 Bedford 4 ton Truck (

1/300
AIRCRAFT

SU7 15

SU 15 (Flagon} 18
Mig 21 SMT

(Fishbed) 15

Mig 15 15
Mig 25 (Foxbat) 18
Mig 23 (Flogger) 18
Mil Mi24 Attack

Copter (Hind) 15
Skyhawk 15
F4 Phantom 18

F104 Starfighter IE
F14A Tomcat 18

F15 Eagle 18
Sabre 1E

Lightning 1E
M.R.C.A. IE

Jaguar IE
Fairey Gannet IE
Saab Draken IE

Mirage IIIC IE

WW1—Range
Albatross Dill 1!

Albatross DM 1!

Fokker'EIII 1!
Fokker DRI Triplane 1!
FokkerDVII 1!

FokkerEV 1!

LF.G. (Roland) DM 1!

Hannover CLIMa II

0H2 1'

F23 Bristol Fighter l!
SE5A 1

Sopwith Camel 1
Sopwith Triplane 1
Sopwith 1 Strutter 1
SpadVM 1
Nieuport 27 1

MANY MORE TANKS &

AIRCRAFTIN THE RANGE.

S.A.E. for full lists please.

We recommend the following publications

to produce the maximum enjoyment in
Micro Warfare;

BACKGROUND HISTORY - Tank Battles in miniature:

Book 1 Western Desert (Hardback) C3.95
Book 2 Russian Campaign (Hardback) C3.95
Books Western Front (Hardback) £3.95

1950-75 Rules Armour & Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.15
1925-50 Rules Armour & Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.15
Leicester Microwarfare Rules 75p

TACTICO-STRATEGIC:

Symwar Modern Rules 85p
Symwar W.W.II Rules 85p

Military Vehicles of the World
(hardback) £2.95

Ground Attack Aircraft WW2

(hardback) £4.95
Panzer! The Armoured Force of

the Third Reich (hardback) £4.95

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2  Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3  Tank Battles Western Front

(hardback) £3.95

turret
DP7 T54

DPS BTR60pPB APC
DPS BTR40p with Swatter

Missiles

DP10 BMP76PBAPC

DP11 BTR50APC

DPI2 SAM 6, Tracked AA Rocket
Launcher

DPI 3 SAM 9. Low level AA

Rocket Launcher

DP14 122mm S.P. Gun (1976)

DP15 UAZ469Jeep
DP16 BRDM-2 Armoured Car

DPI 7 BRDM-2 with Sagger AT
Missiles

DP 18 T55 Dozer

DP19 T55 Mine Clearer

DP20 BM21 Rocket Launcher

DP21 ZSU 23-4 SPAA

DP22 URAL 375D 4 j ton Truck
(6x6)

DP27 T55A.R.V.

DP28 URAL (6x6) Refuelling
Truck

BRITAIN
C>MB3 Chieftain (rotating turret)
DMB4 Centurion Mk 13 (rotating

turret)

DMB5 Centurion AVRE

DMB6 Chieftain Bridgelayer 10p
DMB1 1 Scorpion
DMB14 Scimitar

DM822 Fox Armoured Car

DMB23 Saladin Armoured Car

DMB24 Saracen APC

DMB25 FV432APC

DMB26 Spartan APC
DMB27 Striker with Swingfire AT

missiles

DMB30 Abbot SPG

DMB34 FV432 with Rarden

Cannon

DMB35 FV438 with Swingfire AT
missiles

DMB36 7 ton Land Rover
DMB37 Stalwart Amphibious

Truck

DMB38 l^nd Rover LWB ̂  ton
DMB39 Land Rover 1 ton Truck

FRENCH
AM 1 3 with 105mm Gun

AMX13 with Hot Missiles

AMX30 MET

AMXIOP APC

AMX1OC Support
AMX1ORC Armoured Car

AMX10 with Hot Missiles

AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles

GCT 1 55mm SP Gun

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic

Wars by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)
Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath
(W.R.G.)

How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson)

Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt &
Assyria (W.R.G.)

Armies of the Greek & Persian

Wars (W.R.G.)

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome
(W.R.G.)

Armies & Enemies of Ancient China

(W.R.G.)

Armies of the Dark Ages (W.R.G.1
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix)
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650
(hardback)

Armour camouflage & markings
(hardback)

Russian Tanks 1900-70 (hardback)

German Tanks of WW2 (hardback)
Roman Army (hardback)
German Armoured Cars WW2
(hardback)

German Artillery WW2 (hardback)
German Halftracks WW2 (hardback)
German Military Transport WW2
(hardback)

39 ASHBYROAD

LOUGHBOROUGH

LEICESTERSHIRE

4 X 4)

DMB41 Bedford MK. 4 ton Truck

(4 X 4)

DMB42 Stalwart Fuel Carrier

DMB50 FV432 with Wombat AT

Gun

DMB51 FV432 with 81mm Mortar

DMB52 Rapier AA Launcher on
tracked chassis

DMB53 Cymberline Mortar Locator
Unit

U.S.A.

DMA5 fVt48A2 ) , . ̂
DMA7 M60A1 > w'fi
DfVIAS M60 A2 ) '""et
DMA9 M60 Dozer

DMA12 Sheridan

DMA13 M41 Light Tank
DMA26 Ml 13 APC

DMA27 Ml 13 with Recoilless AT

Gun

0MA31 Ml 10203mm SP Howitzer

DMA37 Lance Surface to Surface

Tactical Missile on Tracked

Launcher

DMA38 M577A1 Command Vehicle

DMA39 M548 Tracked Cargo
Vehicle

DMA40 M548 with Hawk AA

Missiles

DMA41 M-561 Game Goat 1 X ton
Truck

DMA42 M36 2| ton Truck (6 x 6)
DMA43 M49 Petrol Tanker

DMA50 Commando Arm'd Car

GERMAN
DMG5 Leopard 2AV
DMG6 Leopard A1
DMG20 Jagdpz Kanone
DMG28 Jagd. Panzer Rakote
DMG29 Marder A.P.C.

arclaycard & Access Welcome

Telephone Orders & Enquiries
Nottingham 43457

There are 1000's of items for most types of
wargames on our spring lists. Please send a stamped
self addressed envelope

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK, BFRO, 10% up to £5 (min lOp)
Post Free over £5

OVERSEAS - 60% up to £7
(mIn 50p)
30% over £7

E.E.C Countries 10% (Min 20p)

NOTTINGHAM
SHOP

7 WOLLATON ST.
(Near the Victoria Centre)

Open 9-5 pm
Closed all day Thursday

STOP PRESS

NEW

W.R.G. Ancient Army Lists 60p
Symwar Caesar's Conquest 85p

WARGAME RULES
LAND BATTLES
3000BCto 1250AD(W.R.G.|

Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset)
1 500-1600 2nd edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale

G. W. Jeffery
1685-1845(W.R.G.)
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command)
W.W.I. Land Rules (Skytrex)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare - Ground Forces

W.W.II. (Skytrex)
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II
1950-1975 Armour/infantry (W.R.G.)
W.W.II Rules-basic (Mike Philpott

& Bob Thompson)
20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon)
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.)
Symwar W.W.II Rules
Symwar Maps (10 types available) I
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic (Navwar) 2nd edition
American Civil War Ironclads

(Navwar)

World War I Naval (Skytrex)
W.W.I Naval (Leicester)

World War II Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules

Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar)
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester)
W.W.I Aerial Warfare (Paragon)

25p

)  50p
£1.20

75p
sop each

£1.05

LONDONERS!

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.

Our new shop is now open at
13GILUNGHAMST.

100 yds from Victoria Station

Dave Rotor will be there to assist
you. Huge stocks of Tanks, Planes.
Rules, Minifigs, 25mm & 15mm.
figures. S&T Games, dice & other

accessories.

SEEINGISBELIEVINGI



^ Announcing

t WARGAMER'S MONTHLY
A new informative journal written
for wargamers by wargamers

Wargamer's monthly will provide you, the wargamer, with the sort of information you need. This is the sort
of information we are talking about:-

D  Colour uniform plates with full supporting text which will give you all the
details you need to paint your regiments accurately, including command figures
and standards.

Suggested wargaming scenarios (both historical and fictitious engagements) with
terrain maps, orders of battle and suggestions on rules.

n  Specialist advice on forming wargame armies in different periods, what figures
to use, how to organise them, what points the troops will cost and how to
handle them on the table.

n  Articles by experts in their fields introducing the different periods of wargaming.

□  Articles on historical armies, their tactics, formations, weapons and organisation.

□  Independent reviews of figures, books and rules.

Every month we will carry a main feature article on a major historic battle with suggestions on how to
refight it as a wargame together with full orders of battle, uniform data and organisation tables. The first
issue will feature the Napoleonic classic "Austerlitz" and will include a full uniform chart across the centre
two pages. For the second issue we will cover the Punic War battle of "The Metaurus" and in subsequent
issues major battles from The Peninsular, World War II, The American Civil War, The English Civil War, The
Eighteenth Century, Ancient, Medieval and Renaissance periods and other popular eras. Supporting articles
in the fi rst issue will include: Forming an Ancient Persian Army by Richard Nelson; An introduction to The
Seven Years War by John Norris; Renaissance Armies by George Gush and a Wargamer's scenario from
World War II.

To obtain your copy send 50p with your name and address to: Pat Griffin, 5/42 Abbeygate Street, Bury
St. Edmunds, Suffolk, or take advantage of our introductory subscription price of £5.00 for 12 issues.
(Refundable in full if you are not satisfied with the fi rst issue)

The first issue will be published on 30th September 1977, the second on 25th November 1977 and sub
sequently on the last Friday of every month.
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No. 1 50p/$1.50

Jun/Jul 1977

The Science Fiction and

Fantasy games magazine

The magazine of Science Fiction

and Fantasy Games.

IchK'S SteAvt^oKf iV\f

IN ISSUE 1; (Second Ntimber Now Out)

THEMONSTERMARK

Monster malignity in Dungeons & Dragons.

METAMORPHOSIS ALPHA

Review & Suggestions

COMPETITIVE D&D

REViEWS,TREASURE CHEST, NEWS & MORE

Sample copy - 50p+10 p&p
1 -Year Subscription (6 issues) - £3.00

Subscriptions & Enquiries to:
WHITE DWARF, 97 Oxbridge Rd., London W12 8NL.

All cheques/PO's payable to "White Dwarf" please.

AMERICAN FANTASY GAMES

MAGAZINES

'The Dragon' (TSR) - Sample copy and back
numbers (1-6 available) £1.25
1 -Year Subscription (8 issues) £10.00
"The Dungeoneer" (Jaquays) - Sample copy
and back numbers (1 -4 available) 60p
1-Year Subscription (6 issues) £3.00

FANTASY FIGURES

MINIFIGS - Dungeons & Dragons,
Mythical Earth, Sword & Sorcery, Science
Fiction.

GREENWOOD & BALL - Garrison Sword

& Sorcery, Sanderson 54mm. Fantasy.

BARRY MINOT - Olympians Heroes &
Horrors, Thane Tostlg.

SAE FOR COMPLETE LISTS

ALLPRICES INCLUDE
POSTAGE AND PACKING

EXC E PT WH E R E STATE D

OTHERWISE

SF/FANTASY

GAMES&

RULES

Dungeons & Dragons (TSR) £6.75
D&D Supplements (TSR) £3.40
Swords & Spells (TSR) £3.40

Battle of the 5 Armies (TSR) £3.50

Empireofthe Petal Throne (TSR) £16.75
Metamorphosis Alpha (TSR) £3.40

Citadel (FGU) £2.35

Royal Armies of the HyboreanAge(FGU) £3.50
Bunnies & Burrows (FGU) £3.50

Galactic Conquest (FGU) £2.35

White Bear & Red Moon (Chaosium) £6.95
Siege of MinasTifith (F&F) £3.75
Battle of Helm's Deep (F&F) £2.40

The Ringbearer(LS) £1.95

SAE FOR FULL LISTS

(3ames l^oRksbop
97 Uxbrldg* Road, London W12 8NL

7  I 01-749-7049 I
Ik TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

JUST ARRIVED

Science Fiction/Fantasy Games:

Star Soidier (SPI) -Z-Pack

Arms Race (Attack)

Formaihaut II (Attack)

Rift Trooper (Attack)
Star Raider (Attack)

War of the Star Slavers (Attack)

Warofthe Ring (FGU)

WAR Games:

Missile Crisis (Attack)

Rheinbung (Attack)
7th Cavalry (Attack)

Rules:

Valley Forge (TSR)
Bio One (TSR)

Field Regulations(TSR)

NEW TO FANTASY GAMING?

Send lOp In stamps + a large stamped
(lOp), addressed envelope for: Our
catalogue and price list, figures price list
and a D& D explanatory sheet.

ALLORDERS NORMALLY

DISPATCHEDWITHIN 7 DAYS
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featl orstone

SEPTEMBER 1977

EDITORIAL

It may well be that 1 am sitting in an ivory | v \J [yU
tower distant from the current miniatures wargam- 1 W
ing scene so that my perspective is distorted. 1 , ^ TH
say this because lam conscious of the growing P /yx \ V y
belief that there is not the same degree of prac- ( / / \ ) ■ J
tical interest in wargaming with miniatures as I LI \ ̂
there has been in the past. It may be that this (, Jl
feeling is generated by the noticeably increased LjJ V 1/ IF W M Jl
emphasis on Science Fiction and Fantasy wargaming. If JT n U
1 note the increasing number of advertisements for f if JU ^ il U li
SF and Fantasy board games and for figures specif- - t -M, nL? /li/M—Jl b
ically designed to tie-in with Fantasy games - 1
am even told by one well-known manufacturer that
he now sells more of this type of figure than any
other! There is a marked note of enthusiasm and

indications of deep thought in the announcements
and literature pertaining to this field of war
gaming. On the other hand, my cynical mind, made earthy by army service, wonders whether this might
not be a case of "bullshit baffling brains". On the other hand, SF and Fantasy wargaming evidently
has sufficient monied adherents to be able to produce at least one professional type magazine in
WHITE DWARF (reviewed elsewhere in this issue). With about fifteen years experience in producing
hobby magazines, 1 can assess the effort that has gone into its production and have a fair idea of
the economics of putting out such a professionally printed journal. With some sadness 1 will even
admit that it is more professional in appearance than Wargamer's Newsletter which has been, over the
years, the only lasting magazine the hobby of wargaming has had. In quick defence 1 might say
that the "homely" style of Wargamer's Newsletter is intentional, being calculated to suit what 1 con
sider is the background tone of the hobby.

My son and most of his teenage friends, once wildly enthusiastic about Napoleonic and Ancient
wargaming, now spend hours crouched over sheets of ruled graph paper "filling their dungeons". It
seems that the majority of Science Fiction and Fantasy wargamers are teenagers - is this a manifesta
tion of the basic insecurity they feel in this crazy mixed-up world of ours? Are they rejecting what
is happening and what has gone before by hiding themselves in a cloak of fantasy where the limits are
bounded only be their ingenuity and imagination? Could it be that this new facet of wargaming is
taking participants away from the true military aspects of the hobby or are we seeing a fresh influx
of people who would otherwise probably not be interested in wargaming at all?

Personally, 1 am at an age where 1 hate change and object violently to altering the established
and known routines of the past into which 1 am comfortably settled. With that viewpoint and as
Editor of this magazine, it is hard for Wargamer's Newsletter to adequately report or comment upon
Science Fiction or Fantasy wargaming. Conscious of this, recently 1 suggested in these pages that
their might be readers who would write articles on SF and Fantasy wargames for the Newsletter and,
in this very issue, there is a letter from a contributor taking me to task for this. So obviously
1 am aware of the interest but dubious as to whether Wargamer's Newsletter should become involved in
what, with the greatest respect in the world, would appear to be an esoteric branch of the hobby.
With inadequate background knowledge it is senseless to become involved in competition with other
journals specifically slanted towards SF and Fantasy wargaming and capably produced by people with
the right background knowledge. Far better that Wargaraer's Newsletter should remain what it has
always been - a magazine for those who fight wargames with model soldiers.

It could even be asked whether Science Fiction and Fantasy activities really are wargaming. It
is easily understood that there should be considerable interest in re-living, if only in miniature,
the incredible occurrences of Science Fiction and Fantasy stories but they cannot really be classified
as warfare in the true sense because they possess no authentic historical background or recognised
limitations, both tactical and strategical. Of course this is no reason for decrying Science Fiction
and Fantasy wargaming - if active minds wish to exercise themselves on something that is basically
imaginative then, providing the feet are kept firmly on the ground of reality, it must be highly
stimulating.

1 have dictated this straight off the cuff and on reading it through 1 am not quite sure what it
is trying to say - probably it means that although 1 cannot arouse the slightest personal interest in
Science Fiction and Fantasy wargaming, 1 hold a slightly perplexed admiration and respect for those
who do!

DON FEATHERSTONE

-lOni f 7 )i '{ijiOj.',
. J aOdX to nooiH-lq
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THE BATTLE FOR THE

ORANGE GROVE

OctoLer 1973

A.Gralnger

This hattle was fought
with 1/300 scale models on a
7x5 foot hoard with a
ground scale of 1 inch to 50
metres. Wargames Research
Group rules 1950-1975 were
used with a number of modifi

cations which I shall detail

later.

The battle was set in

the Yom Kippur War as the
Israelis began to push the
Syrians off the Golan Heights.
An Israeli task force (Shami's
battalion) has to advance west
of the Djebel and capture the
ridge at the north end of the
board.

SHAMI'S BATTALION:

ki/A /

XijeSELT-

Hut/
Ml 5^1

TII\
TflrikJ

1- PTlfc.

SPhrpT £5'

o(ii«\Nse
Ql

£  ̂

HQ : 1 M3 Half Track
Recce: 1 jeep/l06mm gun, 1 jeep/mg, 1 MII3 APC
Inf Platoon: k MII3 APC, 30 men
3 Tank Companies
6 M60 Alls
10 Centurions

9 Shermans

Artillery Support
2 120mm SP mortars

3 155mm guns
2 175mm guns
1 OP in MII3 APC

Shami knew that the Syrians had about one infantry company but was unaware of their tank strength.
He also had no idea of their location. Also while he knew that the orange groves would be a consider
able obstacle to his tanks he did not know whether the wadi would be crossable by vehicles. He ex
pected a passable section somewhere but where? The Djebel was impassable to all vehicles.

To capture the ridge Shami had a force that was strong in armour and artillery but weak in recce
units and infantry. Sheimi decided to advance, with his heavy tanks in front, as far as the track
running just south of the wadi hoping that the massed firepower of their 105mm guns and the artillery
would beat down any Syrian resistance that showed itselfo At the wadi the recce units would probe for
a crossing covered by the tanks and the Infantry would clear any Syrian infantry from the crossing
area. Then the force would leap-frog across the wadi towards the ridge with some of the tanks going
round the western end. For success the Israelis had to use the mobility and firepower of their tanks.
They could not afford to stand still in a slog with Syrian infantry under fire from the Syrian guns.

Accordingly Shami's tanks deployed and rolled north up the slight rise towards the orange grove.
As they advanced the artillery shelled the oasis and village to disrupt any Syrian infantry or missile
launchers in these positions. As the line of Centurions and M60s breasted the rise they suddenly came
under fire from 2 Sagger missiles on the Djebel about 15OO metres away and 2 Pt76 light tanks in the
village about 900 yards away. One Centurion was knocked out but the overwhelming Israeli counterfire
destroyed the missile launchers and tanks quickly. A further force of 3 T55 medium tanks behind the
rise was similarly destroyed although a further Centurion was destroyed.

The Israeli artillery now poured fire on the orange grove and a smoke screen was laid along the
western edge of the village to blind any bazooka men there. The Israelis were elated; their tactics
seemed to be working as the force moved towards the wadi. The m60s and HQ group moved to the small
hill west of the orange grove from where the recce elements were to probe towards the centre of the
wadi. The Centurions and Shermans were to advance between the village and the orange grove and try
and find a crossing point at the east end of the wadi.

At this point both parts of the Israeli force came under heavy fire. The Centurions ran right
into the Syrian 2nd platoon covered by a heavy artillery barrage. The lead tank was knocked out by a
bazooka and others hit by missiles and tanks on the ridge at the northern end of the board. The
Israelis reversed,- poured fire on the Syrian positions and attacked again; this time running into the
Syrian first platoon and T55 tanks in the trees north of the village. Four Centurions were knocked
out and the wadi had not even been reached. Frequently the Shermans had not been able to give cover
ing fire because of the dust and smoke of the artillery fire and because they could not see the well
concealed Syrian tanks. Altogether 9 Centurions had been lost although a number of enemy tanks had
been hit and their 2nd infantry platoon almost wiped out. Fortunately the other part of the force
had been more successful.

Shami had reached the small rise west of the orange grove without opposition and pushed his small
recce force out towards the wadi where they quickly found a place where vehicles could cross. Hardly
able to believe his luck Shami sent forward a platoon of m60s towards the wadi. This was what the
Syrians had been waiting for and they opened up with tanks, including t62s on the ridge, and bazookas



from the 3r(i platoon at the west end of the wadi. Two M69s were knocked out but accurate return fire
from the Israelis destroyed 2 T62s on the ridge. The Israeli infantry went into action and tried to
destroy 3rd platoon but failed and withdrew.

Nevertheless, despite the loss of 11 tanks Shami had got a crossing point and the Syriaji infantry,
being immobile, could not cover it directly. He pushed the remaining M60s forward, being able to stay
clear of enemy bazookas now that their position had been revealed, and pulled in the Shermans and re
maining Centurion who could reach the crossing point unhindered by a 2nd platoon which had been pounded
into nothing by Israeli fire. The final Israeli advance was quick although they were lucky to destroy
the 2 remaining T62s on the ridge as they moved forward. The 3 T55s in the trees near the village also
went quickly although they took another M60 with the*. The Israelis reached the ridge finding on it
k T62s, 2 Sagger armed armoured cars and a 100mm anti-tank gun which they had destroyed. Thus the
Israelis had achieved their objective and won the battle.

Comments and Conclusions:

The battle was very close and had the Syrians had some better luck with their T62s on the ridge
they might have destroyed the remaining heavy Israeli armour.

The 1950-1975 rules were used "straight" except that the Syrians had to pre-plot their artillery
and mortar fire targets) before the battle. The OP in the hut could change from target to target
but had to stick to the pre-plotted positions. Each change of target took several moves to reflect a
fairly inflexible Syrian radio net. A further modification to the rules was that artillery fire (of
both sides) caused a smoke screen wherever it fell to represent the dust thrown up. This feature
meant that when the Centurions ran into the first platoon position they did not see the infantry until
it was too late and the Shermans could not give covering fire.

The Syrian deployment was clever, leaving the village and orange grove empty guessing that the
Israelis would steer clear of them. The A T62s on the ridge were well handled, moving after each shot
before coming up, ranging and firing again. The Israelis were very lucky to destroy them.

As to weapons the battlefield was dominated by tank guns with average ranges being between 1000
and 2000 metres although the Centurions had a fair bit of close range work. The missiles were pretty
ineffective; the Sagger is not very good anyway and the ranges were a bit short for their effective
use. However the Bazookas made up for this, destroying at least 4 or 5 of the 13 Israeli tanks lost.
The best tanks were definitely the Centurions and M60s with the T62s a close second. The inability
of the T55s and Shermans to fire a shell both accurate and destructive made them much less effective
in a battle where the first round must hit and destroy the target.

The battle showed the value of combined arms, especially for the Israelis. More recce and
infantry units would have discovered the true state of the village and perhaps saved some Centurions.

Finally, I will give the whole Syrian force, whose composition the Israelis did not know until
the end of the battle.

1 Infantry company (approx. 100 men, 9 RPG-7 bazookas)
2 Manpack Sagger missiles
2 BRDM armoured cars with Sagger
6 T66 tanks, A T62 tanks, 2 PT76 light tanks .
1 100mm A/T gun. Artillery: 6 152mm guns, 6 120mm mortars. , 1 ^ , .

Each gun, Syrian and Israeli, could only fire k rounds of smoke in the game.

RAISING A WARGAMES ARMY - Continued from Page n

There are also various General Officers, Staff Officers and Couriers not attached to units.

Thus I now had my REGIMENTS and I am now in the stage of painting them.

P.S. Painting a model army also needs organisation, and I always write down the stages involved in
painting my figures on a postcard. By doing this I am able to avoid missing something which may only
be noticable when I have finished.

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH - From Page 25

1. A cuirass, initially of leather, then brass.

2. Bearskin, a busby is a tall fur eap worn by Hussars and R.H.A.

3. In the Egyptian Campaign of I88A. . ,

k. a) 2 December 1805: b) 19 July 1333: c) 1 August 1759: d) 22 July 1812.

LETJERS - Continued from Page 20

I must also talk upon the matter of Dungeons and Dragons, and agree that it is hardly real war-
gaming, and I will have as little to do with it as possible. However, not wishing to be hypocritical,
I, can appreciate that others enjoy playing D & D, and should not be stopped doing so in wargames
clubs. In the Liverpool Wargames Society, at least. Dragons, Gryphons, Hydras and Gorgans are banned
by the Fantasy wargamers.

M. Houghton of Liverpool.



TALKING WARGAMING

less

and, at

Armstrong made both breech and muzzle-loading guns
for the Confederacy during the American Civil War and al-
though no rifled pieces of foreign make other than Armstrong,
Whitworth and Blakeley seem to have been used in the field
during that war, these guns from Britain constituted only a /,
small part of the Confederate artillery. In many ways they ,W
were the most modern and progressive artillery on the Krmttrot^'s
Continent, containing in embryo most of the improvements IZpr. R'̂ 'LcA y|l Jl
that'went Into the weapons of World Wars I and II. The hHtcn-lozatn^
large British guns had range, power and accuracy exceeding gun «
anything made in America where artillery was essentially no
different from that used by Cromwell two centuries before. «k//H m/^r
British Whitworth guns also were used by the Confederacy and m^y |l
held in high regard by their users as they completely out- A
classed all contemporary guns (except the Armstrong) for K
they carried three times as far as any Union field gun and ' ''
were as accurate at 9000 yards as a Napoleon field piece ■Im' "
was at 1000. Innumerable well documented incidents show
that professional gunners took full advantage of the good
qualities of these weapons which, in range and accuracy,
were almost as good as the artillery of World War I although their bursting charges were far less
powerful. The Whitworth had the disadvantages of a tendency for the shell to jam in the bore and, at
close range, the Whitworth could fire cannister only with serious danger to its crew.

By 186a, perhaps because they were well in advance of their time, they had lost much of their
popularity, and had been replaced by the muzzle-loading, smooth-bore, bronze 12pdr Napoleon gun- Used
like a monster shot-gun with double charges of cannister at close range,it was a deadly weapon that
was to remain the principal artillery piece in the United States Army for almost 25 years. This tpe
of gun was more effective at close range and was far less expensive although the rifled guns had the
range and accuracy but the American Civil War was fought in such a manner as to discourage the advo
cates of rifled cannon and other improvements in artillery.

ooOoo

A feature of the Sicilian campaign was the effectiveness of Naval gunfire against land targets as
at Gela when American warships held back a strong German armoured counter-attack.

ooOoo

A VALUABLE MANUAL FOR WARGAMERS?

Recently, my attention has been drawn to a booklet published just after the turn of the century,
entitled "Tactics and Military Training" by Major General George D'Ordel (late Director-General of
Military Instruction) (published by Bickers and Son, London). On reading the manual, it soon became
apparent that it contained military Information of a nature so revolutionary as to confound many of
our previously accepted theories as to the management of warfare at the end of the last century.
Careful study of what follows should enable wargamers to attain a standard of realism and accuracy in
their rules that has apparently been hitherto lacking. Each month it is intended to publish verbatim
extracts from the manual, commencing with certain military definitions, a knowledge of which are in
valuable in understanding that which follows.

Alignment; The line in which troops are formed (see "Line").

Battalion: A battalion is composed of two (not three) half battalions.

Change of Position: A movement by which one or more soldiers, or guns, or waggons, or any other
person or things, move so as to change their position.

Front: "The direction of the enemy, real or supposed" (The Drill Book 1896 page XXV). ^ The real
direction of the enemy should approximately coincide with his supposed direction. It is said that
owing to the fact that the Boers refused to conform to this rule, constantly allowing a variation be
tween their real and supposed direction, that the "front", that most vital and important of all military
ideas is to be abolished. This is an excellent example of the appalling results of acting upon ex
perience derived from irregular warfare to the detriment of the art and science of war.

High Hills: Are hills which are higher than mounds but not so high as mountains.

Line: The alignment of troops (see "Alignment").

Parapets: Are sometimes called breastworks. Similarly breastworks are sometimes called parapets.
Unit: Are any number of troops exceeding one.

Woods: Are often places so covered with trees that troops cannot see them.

More next month I

ooOoo

CONTINUED ON PAGE l6



DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS

Like me, probably many wargamers are completely baffled by this snappy little newcomer to our war-
gaming world. After spending hours drawing plans on large sheets of graph paper, my sixteen year old
son takes every opportunity to meet up with fellow enthusiasts, telling me that he is "filling his
dungeon". Seemingly this Fantasy world is almost interminable - providing you do not get killed first!
Still unable to find out what it is all about, I thought that readers might be interested in an
article taken from the Rhine Confederate, that pleasing little magazine of the Rhine Confederation
Wargames Society - whom I am sure will accept the publicity I am giving them in return for me pinching
one of their articles - here it is.

WHAT IS A DUNGEON?

bv Mike Dory

What is a dungeon? This is a question faced by everyone who tries to interest other people in
trying one out. The answer is not easy and everyone is different. However, many answers have items
that resemble each other. Here is my definition. Perhaps it will help those of you who are not sure,
and maybe it will give those of you who are sure some added information that you can incorporate into
your future explanations.

A dungeon is an experience. It is a journey into someone's mind. It is an escape mechanism to
help one enjoy some leisure time with friends. It is an adventure filled with danger ahd sometimes
death. It is a treasure hunt for objects that many of us will never own and for objects which in fact
do not exist. The winner of the game is the one who survives. It is a continuing saga of intrigue,
danger, excitement, riches and even death. It is less hazardous! Less hazardous than driving an
automobile on the German Autobahn, but more interesting than reading a book. It is not as exciting as
having sex but more exciting than watching television. It is, in a word, FUN.

It requires somewhat of an imagination by the players. It requires some time to make the journey.
Emotions run high and sometimes tempers run short. Adrenalin flows as freely sometimes as water over
a dam. Treasures are won.

In short, a dungeon is an experience!

RAT-'.ING A WARGAMES ARMY - THE 1 ' R' s

Bob Cordery

Recently I decided to try wargaming in a new period. Before choosing which period, however, 1
also decided that I would plan the raising of my new army so that the results were balanced, unlike
some of my earlier attempts, which have tended to be a hotch-potch of different units.

The period I chose was mid—nineteenth century South American history — although I intended that
the forces and countries should be mythical I also intended that the sort of forces involved should
be reasonably representative. As a result the first stage in raising my army was RESEARCH. 1 read
every book I could about mid-nineteenth century warfare in general, and in South America particular,
as well as reading up the general history of the Continent. The research part of the project took
quite some time but has since paid dividends in both the formulating of rules and the organisation
of forces.

RULES are also important when raising ones army. By the end of my research I had realised that
there were no rules available to me which really fitted my conception of how to represent the type of
fighting involved in that Continent and at that time, and at the same time were not so tedious or
complicated as to make potential games rather boring. Therefore I had to write my own rules - which
I did.

Finally I sat down to organise my army. I had already decided upon the following establishments
for units -

a) Regular Infantry
b) Militia Infantry
c) Rifle Units

d) Artillery Units
e) Cavalry Units

-  2 officers and l6 men
-  2 officers and 10 men

-  2 officers and 10 men
-  1 officer, 3 men and 1 cannon
-  2 officers and 10 men

Having established that I then planned my army organisation,
ment -

I arrived at the following establish-

REGULAR UNITS - h Line Infantry Regiments MILITIA
3 Border Rifle Regiments
2 Marine Infantry Regiments
1 Engineer Regiment (organised

as an Infantry Regiment)
2 Artillery Batteries
2 Cavalry Regiments
2 Military Police Companies (of

1 officer & 5 men each)
A Military Academy Unit (organised
in 3 sections - Infantry - 2 Officers
& 10 men; Artillery - 1 officer, 3 men

MILITIA UNITS - 8 Infantry Regiments
1 Engineer Regiment (organised as a

Militia Infantry Regiment)
h Artillery Batteries
2 Cavalry Regiments
6 Police Companies (organised as

Military Police Companies)

CONTINUED ON PAGE



I HAVE BEEN TO U
R.M.A. SANDHURST. OLD COLLEGE

David Barnes

"Due to circumstances Heyond our control you will Be accommodated at R.M.A. Old College Building"
said my joining instructions; and so it was. Led by an immaculately clad Grenadier Sergeant in blues,
after completing documentation, through what seemed a labyrinth of passages I thankfully heaved my
suitcases into the room assigned to me.

With other OOF Officers on the course we were given a lightning tour of other places we would
need to know.

My first impression was of living in an antique beetling ceilings, stone flagged floors worn in
ruts by countless pairs of boots - down one stark staircase a set of watercolours showing Zouaves in
action. "The gift of the Prince Imperial" said the little gilt plaques below - I guessed from the
uniforms it may have been the prince who died under the Zulu spears in Africa who gave them.

Down the main corridors were hosts of watercolours of the Indian Army, a Colonial wargamer's
paradise - interspersed with colours and guidons of long-since defunct Indian Regiments. In the
main entrance hall were drums of the Connaught Rangers and piled muskets.

The dining hall corridor had more interesting pictures. "The Roll Call" evidently during the
Crimea - an incident in the American War of 1812 - all the Americans wearing top hats with cockades!;
"The Siege of Gibraltar"; "The Return of Kitchener"; "The Last Mounted Parade 1938" and many others.
In the dining hall itself were various montages of bayonets and spontoon heads arranged as decora
tions. Most of the bayonets were triangular socket-type with some 1870 style and a few brass hilted
sword-bayonets like those for the Baker rifle. I was usually too interested in helping myself to
cereal and so on to look too closely and the weapons were quite high on the wall.

Outside the building were cannon, some with "Taken at Waterloo" on them. I recognised two from
Brigadier Peter Young's book "Charge" illustrating the section on artillery in that book. 1 was not
surprised to notice a large poster on grey sugar paper advertising a Wargames Club with a "Napoleonic"
illustration "no previous experience necessary" beside notices for all the usual sports.

Outside the bar we used were more prints of uniforms dated in 1860's. One print was called "The
Subaltern's Dream" and showed in the centre the subaltern of the title asleep in what looked like a
wic'^er^^'ork bedstead whilst all around him were pictured his dreams riding; courting; at a ball;
leading his Highlanders in a charge and so on. Again about I860 I should think. Another watercolour
in the main corridor 1 remember particularly was of a coffee party in India. Partakers included
regular cavalry; "Native" infantry and Royal Horse Artillery. I noticed the table was set on a raised
dais of plastered brick snaued by a colonade. Various officers lounged about, from the lighting it
was early morning or evening. Newspapers were strewn over the coffee table while the presiding
officer reclined in a wicker chair clad in an embroidered dressing gown and gleaming black cavalry
boots. Behind the chair stood an Indian servant. Just swinging onto his horse was a blue clad
dragoon, evidently just leaving the party. He wore a huge brass helmet with horsehair crest. How
hot that must have been in India.

This sounds as if I spent my whole time in Old College gazing at pictures, in fact we rushed out
into busses and off to training at a quite early hour.

One last painting I remember was an enormous canvas filled with thousands
of tiny figures "The Battle of Waterloo". I should think it represented the stage
where the French Guard recoiled to the dismay of all Gallic hearts. The canvas
was crammed with incident, and of course uniform details. Not an experience I
shall forget for a long time.

VLiHl.-iiv.E RhiiiS PRO,: Sriil.-.iii. iiiiiih, 1 '.Vestlees .Hei^a te koed ,Hookv.'ood .Surrey. KH6 OHD

Napoleonic Rules - still the best,include organisations for the major combatants 75p
Napoleonic Naval - for fleet actions on a hex grid 20p
3ma amendments for Napoleonic rules-now refight the major battles in tiiis popular scale lOp
iiiarlborough' sWars- 1 5mm rules for the <Var of the Spanish ouccession 25p
Space Warfare - futuristic warfare Includes designing your own spaceships! 50p
NEW Ancient rules - Basic rules including optional section on command and orders 50p

plus Kiedienal supplement 20p
plus Fantasy supplement 20p

1/300 World War II- for micro-armour and infantry these easy-to-use rules are ideal 25p

Also available Array Lists for WHO Ancient rules as used in Society of Ancients Postal
Championship,with explanation of use under other rules 40p

All these rules have been tested by experienced gamers and have been tried on beginners to check
they can be easily followed.

Club and trade enquiries welcome .discounts available for bulk orders of more than 10 copies of
a set of rules.Please mention Wargamer's Newsletter when ordering. Please send SAE if writing
with queries rather than orders .Overseas orders to be accompanied by International iv.oney Brder.



THE BATTLE OF MONASTERY BRIDGE - cl700

Stuart A. Asqulth

This action was a mythical one,
set between British and Austrian forces

circa 1700. Each army consisted of a
brigade of infantry (2 Regts) supported
by a squadron of cavalry and a field
gun. The scenario was closely based
on one laid out in "Charge 1" an
excellent wargame book by Brigadier
Young and Colonel Lawford, and the
rules used were those stipulated in
the book. The British force was com

posed of Les Higgins 20mm "Marlborough"
figures, and the Austrians the new
"Warrior" 1680 figures. The map shows
the general layout of the 6' x
table, and the initial deployment of
the two armies. It should be noted

that the river was not fordable within

6" each side of the bridge. Infantry
regiments had approximately 30 figures,

•  T CU\fACUItASSiliCS

The: fiflt-TLe; of mowastes?^ B&iiGe' c.i700
the cavalry units were 15 strong, and the gun crews 4.

The basic idea was that the two forces were advance guards for their respective centres. One
side had to hold both ends of the bridge for FIVE clear moves in order to gain possession of this
"vital" river crossing. After this time it is assumed the main armies will come up.

Move 1; The British Allies, the Bavarians, began to advance boldly across the bridge - the British
commander (Steve Randall) obviously taking the bull by the horns. His cavalry were held in reserve,
whilst the gun unlimbered in the shadow of the monastery.

The Austrian commander (myself) decided to out-flank the British and accordingly sent the
Cuirassiers upstream towards the town, whilst the Grey regiment began to ford the river at once.

Move 2; The Bavarians continue across the bridge, the Austrian Red regiment prepared to receive them.

Move 3: The British gun opened fire on the Grey regiment and caused heavy casualties - Austrian
counter battery fire however laid low a British gunner. The Grey regiment were committed to the
attack and pressed doggedly on, to be charged by the British cavalry. The Bavarian infantry finally
crossed the bridge only to be met with an accurate volley from the Austrian Red regiment, which drove
them back in considerable disorder. The Austrian Cuirassiers are now successfully fording the river
near the town.

Move k: The Bavarian infantry hastily recrossed the bridge to gain the comparative safety of-the
British side of the river. The Austrian Grey regiment were suffering badly at the hands of the
British cavalry and broke.

Move 5; The British field gun fired at the unfortunate Greys, causing more casualties. The Austrian
commander, aware of the severe pressure on the Greys ordered close support counter-battery fire, and
prayed his Cuirassiers could arrive in time to divert attention.

Move 6: The British yoot Guards who up until now had played no part in the action, turned to meet the
oncoming cuirassiers. The British cavalry turned to assist the Guards, to the relief of the oppressed
Greys. Confident after their success, the Austrian Red regiment began to advance over the bridge in
thd wake of the Bavarians.

Move 7: The cuirassiers charged home on the Guards, causing very heavy casualties. A detached troop
also clashed with the supporting British cavalry and routed them. To add to the changing fortunes the
Austrian gun blew up it's British counterpart. (The .Austrian commander smugly quaffed his ale and
remarked on the justice of his cause!)

Move 8: Things looked grim for the British. The foot Guards retreating in disorder for the shelter
of the Monastery, the cavalry broken, gun KO'd and the Bavarians in a huddle by the bridge. With the
Cuirassiers reforming after a successful melee, and the Greys a formed unit now, the Austrian commander
was well pleased with the situation. His Red regiment advanced across the bridge, putting the Bavar
ians under pressure from three sides.

Move 9: British commander concedes.

The wargame was fought primarily because both Steve and 1 had small "armies" of figures which had
no enemies as such. The Les Higgins, or Phoenix Model Development as they are now called are very
pleasant 20mm figures modelled in pewter. The new 1680 range from Warrior are excellent, and since
the recent addition of a pikeman (LS9) very varied units are possible.

The terrain used is deceptively simple and one Steve and I have used many times, in all periods
from Sassanids to World War Two. Observant readers will have detected the complete change in fortune
during the game. After Move 2, the British were in a good position although the Bavarians had been
pushed back. After Move 6 however, fate had come full circle, and the cause of the British was lost.
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A SIMPLE CONVERSION - OR WAS IT?

David Barnes

"Go and look at the fire" said my wife "and stop crawl
ing ahout on your hands and knees under the table - I'll
find it!"

Blinking in the stronger light 1 unbent and guiltily
picked up a cup of now lukewarm tea from the table - it had
been hot when my wife brought it. Why was 1 in this
obsequious position and what had 1 lost? .... the picture
wobbles and dissolves - flash back!

PI
1 suppose it began when 1 was reading February's

Wargamer's Newsletter - the full-page Warrior advert and
then Don Featherstone's "Must List" with remarks about Ray
Beaton's work.

"Hmm" 1 thought "I've never seen a Warrior figure". I
decided to fill this loophole in my wargaming education. 1
wrote off to Warrior particularly asking about Napoleonic
Prussians and asking for a catalogue.

Dom cum studio - what could be done

a good bit of furniture to have in

A short time later 1 had the catalogue and a sample
figure - full of character. Just the article! Some more . j. .4. ^ tt
like him would bolster my slowly growing little Prussian ^ portrait of the Hertzog is above
force. So 1 sent off for some reinforcements. Now came from a portrait hanging in the
the problem - a figure to portray that honest old noble- Schloss Bar, ancestoral home of the
man who led - at the moment in spirit only - my Prussian Barentz family.
force, Hertzog von Barentz! The war chest was - to use
the modern idiom - decidedly "skint". 1 stood in the wargames room cum studio - what could be done
to provide Our Leader!? 1 pulled a draw out of the Wellington - a good bit of furniture to have in
a wargames room - and took the top off a small cardboard box full of alloy bits - casting? The cost
of the moulding material would be too much anyway. Never mind, one day I'll .... my wandering eye
lit on a shelf where sat some unpainted Spencer Smith Seven Years War officers — waiting — waiting —
wait a minute! Cut the tricorn down into the blobby sort of peaked cap Blucher sported; trim off
the tails of the coat a little - I grabbed one of the little brown horsemen - instant promotion after
a little cosmetic surgery!f With a Stanley knife 1 pared away the tricorne and pigtail-queue and sliced away at

the face. The plastic sliced like cheese - this is too easy 1 thought. Next the tail coat
was sliced into a frock-coat. 1 congratulated myself on the good progress. The Hertzog
ought to have a cloak really - ah yes, those bits of lead foil saved from wine bottle tops,
intended for regimental colours but the Hertzog shall have a beautifully cut cloak,

specially fitted! All that remained was to paint him up and his grey charger. The old one-piece
Minifig cavalry unit now painted up as the Garde du Corps all have dark chargers so the grey will
give the Hertzog added attention.

At last von Barentz sits there, in his grey slouched peak cap, his Prussian blue cloak warmly
round him with a bright star of an order on the left breast - his weeping white moustache; just ready
he looks to give his orders to - to - aides! I've got to have some aides! Just two - now then. Two
more Spencer Smith mounted 30mms submit to the knife. One becomes a Hussar with a simply cut down
busby — easy stuff this! The next aide now. He must have a shako! Off with the tricorne — a roll
of lead foil around the head — good. Now a top to the shako. Another bit of lead foil snipped round,
bent up round the end of a paint brush. Now to pop that down inside the Blast! I've dropped
it! Under the table - in the dark - got it! No an apple pip! A chipping - ah - no again, only a
bit of alloy. When did 1 last sweep this place out?

"Go and look at the fire and stop crawling about on your hands and knees under the table - I'll
find it" said ray wife. She did too.

TALKING WARGAMING - Continued from Page 10.

RULE OF THE MONTH;

Observed fire - an observer must be in a position where he can see the target and he will direct
the guns onto the target (as the gunners are not in a position to see it for themselves). One dice is
thrown for each gun to decide the range and a 5 or 6 is necessary to obtain that range. If however,
one observer is observing for more than one gun, only one gun of that group needs to range to enable
ALL guns of that group to fire. If that observer is killed, of course, all guns have lost range instead
of only one gun if he were only observing for that one.

When the target is one specific object such as a house or a machine gun post the dice now thrown
to see the effect of fire also has to be a 5 or 6 for a direct hit. If lower number is scored the
object at which gun is aimed has been missed by 6" and a burst pattern placed over point of impact
decides casualties.



BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed
by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69
Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be
purcliased at the Tradition shop in London (but without personal
inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £4%00p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES -
£3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.'^5p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES -
Vol.1 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £4.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol
II 1420-1783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-

1859 - £4.90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.IV 1863-1945"^
£6.00p. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLE NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p. SOLO WARGAMES - £2.90p. WARGAMING ANCIENT &
MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS -
£5.00p. TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign -
£3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.2"^ POITIERS 1356 - £1.80p. ^
THEM WITH THE BAYONET! - £1.65p. MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p.
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER -
£3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p.

WARGAMING RULES; 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony
Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe
(with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by
Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial
Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period war-
game in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured
cars, etc) by Donald Featherstong^. 8. 1944 Normandy-type wargame
by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald
Featherstone.

40p each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct
realistic battlefields - 55p
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RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR 1:35

1:15 & 1:24

SCALE TANKS

HINODE PLACON

101 &R36 'Hinode" radio control
systems for 1:15,1:25 & 1:35 scale model tank kits with
remote two motor drive units.

1:35 Scale Syatem, PLACON 101/27
RETAIL INC VAT £25.00 POST PAID. UK ONLY

Equipment contains 27MHZ transmitter/receiver, pre-wired twin
motors, battery box, on/off switch, batteries for both transmitter and
receiver, tank antennae, fitting and operating instructions.
The above system can be installed in any make of 2 motor (remote) tank
kit in 1/35 scale. For example: Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.

The motors supplied with Placon 101 are of special design and
others cannot be sutotituted. There are on/off switches on both tank
recaiver and transmitter for when radio control is not required. Range
varies from 30ft. to 60ft. plus, according to conditions.
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HINODE R36 RETAIL INC VAT £37.00
Radio control system for 1; 15 and 1:25 scale remote (2 motor) tan)
kits. For example; Tamiya, Nichimo, Bandai.
System contains: 27MHZ transmitter and receiver, pre-wired harness
for battery installation and motor lead connections, batteries, tank
antennae, on/off switch, installation and running instructions.
The system utilizes existing moto— from tank kit and supressor chokes
are supplied with wiring harnr jr plug in operation.
On/off switches are supplied for both transmitter and receiver on tank
for when radio control is not required.
Range varies from 30ft. to 60ft. according to conditions.
SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: EURO-MODELS. P.O. BOX TK6 TWICKENHAM, TW1 2JD. 01-892 0688

EURO MODELS



TWO MAJOR NEW MILITARY TITLES FROM

muJborr-

Napoleon: The Last Campaigns
by Lt Col James Lawford
This book looks at Napoleon's war of survival after Moscow.
New maps and diagrams show the strategic moves of Napoleon
and the Allies, and how they faced each other at Dresden,
Leipzig, Brienne, Montmirail, Ligny, Quatre Bras and finally,
Waterloo. The author is senior lecturer at the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst and is an expert on the Napoleonic
period.
160 pages. SBN 562 00065 8 £6.95

lOff^
Battles of the American Civil War

by Curt Johnson and Mark McLaughlin
Twelve major battles of this war are described in detail,
illustrated with new maps and diagrams and augmented by
contemporary documents, drawings and photographs. There
are biographies of 24 generals and the Battles section includes
a concise military history of the war.
160 pages. SBN 562 00064 X £6.95

Also available:

The Cavalry

by Lt Col James Lawford
"... Loaded with first class
modelling reference and ideas;
highly recommended."
Military Modelling £6-95

Battles of the
American Revolution

by Curt Johnson
"... it should appeal equally
to collectors and painters as
well as wargamers and battle
strategists. . . . Excellent."
Military Modelling £4.95

Buy direct/post free, from:
/r'; ' MINDEN BOOKS
^  ' 9 Market Place, Mlldenhall, Suffolk IP28 7EF.L
(Please enclose cash with order and allow 2-3 weeks for delivery)



LETTERS
"At first I could hardly credit the announcement in your magazine, that the Nottingham Wargames

Cluh had decided that if they won the Championship this year they would offer the venue to a club in
the South. At first my hack hair bristled, how dare they! Johnny come lately's in the hobby, con
descend to offer the Championship honour to the South, where it all originated. As if the South
were incapable of winning it themselves.

Then I thought again, and read again, and having a knowledge of Nottingham Club, and personally
knowing several of the members, I £im certain now that in fact, that what Nottingham's motives are, is
the good of wargaming as a whole. That this unselfish act is rather typical of most wargamers despite
the apparent contradiction in terms.

I applaud this act, but at the same time am rather ashamed of my fellow Southerners, that they
cannot put a team together that i^ good enough to bring back to the South the Championship. Come on
you Southern youngsters, don't force us old 'uns out of our wheelchairs to show you how it is done!"

Ron Miles of Southampton.

ooOoo

"I have dug up some information on modern French infantry which may be of use to Godfrey Bailey
(Problem of the Month No.18k).

In armies and Weapons No.27 the Vehicles of A French infantry battalion were given as follows -
k6 AMX 10, 2 AMX 13 ambulance, 2 AMX 13 recovery vehicle, 2k Berliet 8KT trucks, k SUMB trucks, 5
jeeps. This would give 3 companies of 13 AMX 10s assuming the same organisation as the AMX 30 tank
units which they are designed to complement. Each platoon has k vehicles at present with one or two
more at Company H.Q. The others presumably would be at battalion H.Q.

Colour adverts for the AMX 10 show an 11 man group. This would include the crew of two. One of
the men has what appears to be an LMG and another some form of A/T weapon; possibly a MILAN missile or
a two-man weapon such as the LRAC. A number of "throwaway" A/T weapons would also be carried.

I have no idea of the composition of a support company; no such unit exists according to a chart
in "Armies of the World Today" and the above list of vehicles for the infantry battalion includes no
vehicles such as mortar carriers which would suggest such a unit. Incidentally it is worth saying
that French infantry battalions seem to be split up with one company assisting the AMX 30 battalion
while the other 2 companies have 2 companies of AMX 13s attached.

The above information comes from - "Armies and Weapons No.27"; "Armies of the World Tgday by Otto
von Pivka (Osprey); "International Defence Review" - Special Series "Battle Tanks".

In fact most West European armies use practically the same infantry organisationo Britain, France
and America each have k APCs per, platoon, the Germans have 5. Each APC has 1 bipod MG and 1 heavy A/T
weapon (MILAN, Carl Gustav, LRAC or Dragon) and a number of "use once and throwaway" weapons. Thus
for those using WRG modern rules each platoon would have an H.Q. with - 1 command group; 1 heavy A/T
weapon; + 2 tripod MGs if U.S.A.; + 1 2" mortar if British.

Each section would have - 1 k-man rifle group (with "throwaway" A/T); 1 heavy A/T weapon; 1 bipod
LMG.

Each APC would have - 1 pivot MG (FVk32 or MII3); 20mm gun and 1 or 2 turret MG (Marder/AMXIO).

I hope this is of some help."

A. Grainger of Leamington Spa.

ooGoo

"To begin with, allow me to call you Don as I have met you many years ago since I first read your
book of "War Games" and then after "Battle Notes for Wargamers", "Solo Wargames", "Battle with Model
Soldiers", "Advanced Wargames" and your three volumes of "Wargames Through the Ages".

Knowing you through your books and several magazine publications, I think it will only be just
that you should know something about me. Peruvian by birth and Australian for many (56) years, I
have experienced through all the modelling hobbies, you name it 1 was there. Model Rail Reading,
Aviation Modelling, ships, cars, etc. In my wandering years, I even made model plane exhibitions for
leading American Airlines but nothing has given me more pleasure and satisfaction as being a solider
modeller and wargamer, which you introduced to me four years ago when 1 first purchased your book
"War Games". That book opened to me a new exciting era in modelling and wargames, together with some
friends we formed the Tasmanian War Games Association. I am living now in Sydney and meet with many
other wargamers in the N.S.W. Wargames Confederation. I am subscribed to the "Battle" magazine,
"Military Modelling" among many others. I am a fanatic on miniature figurines introduced to me by
Mike Green from "Models and Figurines", Crows Nest, N.S.W.

Dear Don the purpose of my letter, besides getting acquainted with each other, ds to comment
your recent interview to Neville Dickinson through your article on March's Battle magazine "Person
alities on Parade". If you happen to see Mr. Dickinson, please congratulate him on the quality of
his castings and wide range of figures. Most of us in the Club use nothing but Minifigs. Being of



full Spanish hlood I am building a full Spanish Napoleonic army, including those forgotten regiments
serving in the Colonies.

Allow me to comment something that has troubled me for some time. One of the least considered
aspects of wargames or as a subject, untouched by the soldier modellers and wargames enthusiasts are
the Latin American Wars and struggle for their independence. Wargaming for Beginners, the series by
Tony Bath are interesting indeed, specially part 11, Colonial Warfare, but again forgetting our Latin
American Wars. We have interesting battles like that of "Junin" commonly known as the Battle of the
Lance. Not a single shot was fired, it was a "Cavalry Masters Battle" in which only sabre and lance
was used and fought at an altitude of roughly 14,000 feet! (1824). The Peruvian Independence had
already given the 28th July 1821 but the Viceroy had to give face in Ayacucho where he lost of his
army of 10,000 strong, 3,000 killed, 500 officers, 14 generals, all his Colours and he himself a
prisoner had to surrender his sword and reaffirm the Independence of all Latin America. The Republi
can Army was formed of militias and some Royalist regiments that changed their status, commanded by
good officers formed in the Napoleonic Wars, the Peninsular campaigns and some Irish, British and
Italian officers fighting for this cause, they had to face the best of the Spanish Army stationed in
the revolting colonies, poor Spain had nothing left in their soil, unfortunately Wellington had to
experience the worst from their allies.

Do you know Don that in 1879 a big war was fought between Peru and Bolivia against Chile? (1879-
1882). The Encyclopedia Britanica summarises it as the Chilian-Peruvian War. Many books in South
America give account of this bloody war. Battles like that of Tacna, May 26 1880, in which 18,000
Peruvians fought against 22,000 Chilians having the Peruvians 18,000 killed and 493 the Chilians
with 1,700 wounded. No prisoners were taken and all survivors or wounded being killed in the battle
field. In three forts in the port of Africa, Col. Bolognesi resisted to the last man, being killed
himself, with a garrison of only 600 the assault of 7,000 Chilians of the three arms. Finally, the
battles of Chorrillos/Miraflores two days fighting, 13-14 January 1880, in which 24,000 Chilians
losing 5,400 men assaulted with success the Peruvian last defence redoubts held by 22,000 civilians
and militias.

Like this war, few others were fought by some other Latin American countries. Like Argentine,
Brazil and Urguguay against Solano Lopez of Paraguay annihilating almost all the male population of
this small country (only 10^ of the male population survived). I do not know if this forgotten page
of World History will raise interest among thousands of our fraternity. If I have touched your
curiosity and are willing to do something about it I will be more than glad to correspond with you
and furnish any further information. I think that a well known expert like yourself will be interest
ed to bring to light those glorious pages of this neglected, forgotten and colourful history of a
Continent. Could we put Latin America on the Wargaming tables?

I will close this letter and then will let my imagination run and fly in time and perhaps we will
meet one day in a table-top battle to recreate Junin. Thank you for letting me take so much of your
time. Hoping to hear from you in the future."

Jose (Pepe) Florex Jnr., of Whale Beach, N.S.W., Australia.

ooOoo

"I would like to take this opportunity to say how I enjoyed Issue 181, containing as it did three
TRUE battle reports besides interesting articles by Paddy Griffith and David Cogan. Your Editorial
was also a stimulating piece on a subject close to my heart i.e. is wargaming being side-tracked from
its original format and should we allow it to be.

The war "wargaming" conjures up pLctures, in my mind, of two miniature armies being manoeuvred by
one or more person per side and though the ideas of Messrs Griffith and Cogan appear to be different
I think they both would agree that this is basically "pure wargaming". Unfortunately, it is becoming
more and more common to read of Westdaru style duels. Dragons, Dwarves, Wizards, Martians and a rapidly
expanding list of fantastic, magical heroes! This may well be 'gaming but is most certainly not war
and while it is not possible to excommunicate them from clubs I feel we should banish them from the
pages of wargaming magazines.

Still on this subject, imagine my surprise when, after reading in your Editorial '18S> of a
possible crusade to eliminate the ridiculous elements of our hobby I then turn to the letters sections
to find you advertising for articles of the sort we are supposed to be "crusading" against.

I fully agree with Mr. Bailey (Letters, issue 183), more wargaming articles in Wargamer's News
letter. "

A.R.Clark of Elburton, Plymouth

ooOoo

"I must put pen to paper again to stake a claim for the future of Middle Earth wargaming. First
ly it ought to be made known that Dungeons and Dragons is not fantasy wargaming. It is a variation of
a boardgame in which a small number of figures and their followers explore dungeons in search of
treasure. Middle Earth wargaming consists of two armies, one of Law, one of Chaos, each with infantry
and cavalry as well as special fantasy forces. There are elves, dwarves, ores and goblins which are
little different from men, and trolls, Wargs (large wolves), Mumalculs (mamirolhs), ents (treesj and
eagles. Magical figures may seem strange to the more conservative of our 'gamers but they are an
important part of the game. Surely they are equivalent to many other features in wargaming, for
example, near invulnerable "destroy-all" tanks in Modern wargames. The Middle Earth wargame is not
childish, it is just another form of the sport. The wargaming that we do is based on Tolkien's Lord
of the Rings (remembering that Smaug, the last dragon in that land was, at this time, dead).

Bill Thurbon in his article in July's Wargamer's Newsletter, says that the Rivendell Expedition



Is "a superb piece of narrative - but not suitable for a wargame." I agree with him wholeheartedly
but this is only a small part of the story. Does he forget the Battles of Helms Deep and Pelonnor
Fields? One could equally say that Napoleon's ride from Paris to Dresden in 1811 does not offer
much scope for a wargame, I being a Napoleonic wargamer as well, take references from his battles,
not from his journeys. Mr. Thurbon has obviously never played a Middle Earth wargame, only dabbled
in Dungeons and Dragons. To bend a quotation of Disraeli, "I think that Bill Thurbon is a gifted
narrator enebriated with the exuberance of his own verbosity."

I would not dream of knocking for exeimple, English Civil War wargaming, as I have little know
ledge of the period. May I suggest that others do some research into the subject, and even play a
Middle Earth Wargame. not Dungeons and Dragons, before condemning that era.

So fight on Fantasy wargamers, stand up for your rights and conquer the forces of evil that
stand in your path."

P.Barnes - Chairman, Cromer & District Wargames Club.

ooOoo

"Further to my last letter, I would like to make a few more remarks, if I may, prompted by the
letters of John Withers and A.Grainger, concerning the "Fantasy Game" v "Wargame" controversy.

First of all may I agree with both writers on the subject of boardgames. I do not believe that
model soldiers are an essential ingredient of a wargame, they are certainly more pleasing to look at
than blocks of wood or counters, but both those alternatives can be used to represent troop forma
tions just as successfully, in fact almost anything within reason will do the job. I think that the
important thing is for the wargame to be a faithful attempt to represent the theories of warfare.
This, most boardgames do very well, not only in the strategic scenario, in which they probably surpass
in realism any other form of the game, but right through the spectrum of warfare to small unit tactics
and skirmishes where a counter can represent an individual soldier.

Turning to the "Fantasy Game", John Withers' poll reflected the wide popularity of the game,
something which would be hard to disprove. Consequently it does not make must of a point. It seems
to have been an attempt to justify the "Fantasy Game" by demonstrating its popularity. I would have
thought that popularity was not a criteria by which a thing should be judged good or bad.

I have already said in a previous letter why I think that the "Fantasy Game" is bad for the
hobby. However, I feel that there are further objections to this game, in the context of its asso
ciation with wargaming. Wargames were originally devised by military men in order to test and examine
their theories in the light of what was already known. Although primarily for the enjoyment of the
participant, I would have thought this was largely what the modern hobby was still about. In any
event, whether one uses model soldiers or card counters, indulges in vast strategic scenarios or small
unit tactics, the flavour remains military. Herein lies one of the basic objections, to my mind, of
the "Fantasy Game". It has no basis in military fact, relates to no known military experience and
generally speaking is quite outside the scope of human experience. I submit therefore, that the
"Fantasy Game" is incorrectly described as a wargame.

John's defence of it with the statement that because war is a state of opposition, all state of
opposition can be described as war is clearly unsound. It is almost as absurd an assertion that be
cause all gorillas are monkeys, all monkeys are gorillas! War implies, to most people, a state of
hostilities between two countries. None of the games mentioned, with a possible exception in the
case of football, seem to fit the bill!

Personally I would be happy to see an end to discussion of the "Fantasy Game" in the Newsletter.
I see that a magazine is now available, entirely devoted to this nasty off-shoot of what is other
wise a sensible and adult hobby, accepted as such by the general public after years of ridicule. The
publication of such a magazine' seems to have removed the need for the Newsletter to cater for the
followers of the "Fantasy Game". I realise that my attitude will be regarded as reactionary by fans
of the "Fantasy Game". However, all change is not necessarily good and I see the "Fantasy Game" as a
wargaming trend for the worse.

Finally I hope that John Withers will not regard this as a personal attack,
to be."

It is not intended

John Cook of BFPO 66.

ooOoo

"I felt that it is necessary that I, as a Fantasy wargamer, must complain about the ill-treatment
given to Members of the Fantasy wargaming fraternity by your magazine, and especially the "Letters"
section.

I can understand that many people find Fantasy wargaming stupid (or should I say confusing, as
such people obviously cannot understand its finer points due, no doubt, to a lack of imagination on
their hehalf) hut it must he understood that it is no more stupid to we Fantasy wargamers than
Western Gunfights or Modern East-West tank battles. It has to be appreciated that Fantasy wargaming
is an integral part of the hobby, and as such should be given as fair a showing as Napoleonic war
gaming and other old men of our hobby.

Referring to the point Bill Thurbon made in his article on the subject (July '77) that rules for
this part of the hobby are difficult to compile, I must agree, however we Fantasy fanatics are pre
pared to sift through thousands of pages of Howard, Tolkien, E.E.Smith and Edson and produce rules
most suitable for our particular look/period. This is our problem and we will settle it ourselves.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9



MUST LIST
From GAMES WORKSHOP (97 UxHridge Road, London W12 8NL) has come a package of literature and

games which, to fairly and adequately review will tax me to the very limit! Their catalogue
(price lOp) is illustrated describing mostly board games, both Fantasy and military. Running
through it I notice adverts for games such as 1066; Legion - Wargames rules French battles on the
Grand Tactical Scale; En Garde dealing with the Three Musketeers; Imperial Guard; Fight in the
Skies; Little Big Horn; Cavaliers and Roundheads Rules; Tricolor the Napoleonic Wargame; Boot Hill
- Wild West Rules for American Gunfights and Campaigns(?); Tractics Rules for World War II minia
tures; Panzer Warfare rules specially designed for 1:300 scale vehicle and troop figures,and
Fighter Pilot. Then, plunging with some trepidation into the myths of Fantasy I read of Swords
and Sorcery with Dungeons and Dragons; Grey Hawk and Blackmoor supplements to Dungeons and Dragons;
Swords and Spells Rules for large-scale fantastic miniature battles; Dungeon which has wizards,
elves and heroes; Empire of the Petal Throne; War of Wizards; White Bear and Red Moon; Citadel;War
of the Wings; The Warlord; from Lord of the Rings trilogy Battle of Helnfs Deep, Siege of Minas
Tirith; a trilogy of games from the Green Planet - Mind War, War of the Sky Gallions' and Warriors
of the Green Planet, etc., etc., etc. Back to reality are the CHAIN MAIL Rules for Mediaeval
Miniatures by those two American wargamers Gary Gygax and Jeff Perren which, without play-testing,
look as though they are a pretty comprehensive set of rules for the period which, for publication and
general use, have necessarily been made more extensive than the parochial wargamer will require.
These rules also include a Fantasy supplement because seemingly most of the fantastic battles re
lated in novels more closely resemble Mediaeval warfare than they do other periods of combat. Then
there is another American publication GLADIATORS by Hugh T. McGowan which is "a realistic simulation
of Individual Gladiatorial combat". Fought on a hexagonal ruled base, the rules allow for all aspects
of gladiatorial combat including the resolution of the men concerned and the luck factor. Seemingly
every contingency is taken into account and I imagine that a realistic, if inevitably mechanical,
action will result. Next we come to the game which, during this Summer vacation, must figure very
largely in this household as my son and myriad of like-minded teenagers make cryptic signs on paper
and mutter what seems to be a foreign language. I am referring to the three volume set "DUNGEONS
AND DRAGONS" by Gygax and Arneson which consist of three booklets which are theMlules for Fantastic
Mediaeval Wargames and Campaigns playable with paper and pencil and miniature figures." The first
book is "Men and Magic", the second is'Monsters and Treasurd' and the third is'The Underworld of
Wilderness Adventures";plu's reference sheets. I do not think I can do any better than to quote Gary
Gygax's Foreword to Volume One - "These rules are strictly fantasy. Those wargamers who lack imagin
ation, those who don't care for Burroughs' Martian adventures where John Carter is groping through
black pits, • whb' feel no thrill upon reading Howard's Conan Saga, who do not enjoy the de Camp and
Pratt fantasies or Fritz Leiber's Fafhrd and Grey Mouser pitting their swords against evil sorceries
will not be likely to find Dungeons and Dragons to their taste. But those whose imaginations know
no barriers will find that these rules are the answer to their prayers. With this last bit of advice
we invite you to read on and enjoy a world where the fantastic is fact and magic really works."
Again^ Gygax's own words - "Fantasy being what it is, it appears that there will never be an end
to development and fresh ideas."_ leads to a further pair of supplements to Dungeons and Dragons -
"Grey Hawk" and"Swords and Spells." Finally there are two games - CITADEL which is a quest game based
on a situation familiar in Fantasy where the forces of evil have a talisman of some power and im
portance hidden in their stronghold and the forces of good attempt to capture it. The game has three
phases - l) the forces of evil plan the stronghold and organise their forces to protect the talisman;
2) the forces of good attempt to locate the talisman and 3) the heroes attempt to escape with it. The
board is divided into squares each contain^§mething not'known until explored^or a man or monster is
forced into it - the investigation of a given square may result in immediate destruction, activation
of a monster, immediate transportation to another level, etc. Oddly enough, even when reading
through the book of rules to give this cursory review, I have become quite interested in the sound
of the game! Finally there is the game WAR OF WIZARDS which is described as "the game of duelling
between mighty sorcerers". Packaged in a zip-top bag the game consists of a board and numerous
counters which are used in re-enacting a sort of Wild West gunfight between two powerful magic users,
facing each other across a 30 yard space, tackling and defending with awesome power and mobility
until one emerges the winner. Claiming that the game is enjoyable as a separate contest, the makers
say it can also be adapted for integration with such similar games as Dungeon and Dragons, Chain
Mail and Empire of the Petal Throne. Manufactured by TSR HOBBIES INCORPORATED if sells through
GAMES WORKSHOP at £T'.95p.

Have not reviewed much from MINIATURE FIGURINES lately for reasons explained in Works Manager
Ron Miles letter that accompanied a recent batch of figures - "My apologies for the long delay since
you last received any figures. We have not been asleep, but moving oxa*Workshop to bigger and more
convenient premises so that we can distribute our figures even more efficiently." Those who wargame
in the 15mm scale will no doubt appreciate an interesting collection of Ancient Eastern warriors
which have undoubtedly been designed after considerable research. The group is as follows - Han
Infantry Crossbowmen; Han Infantry Spearmen; Han Infantry Light Swordsmen; Han Infantry Command; Han
Heavy Cavalry; Han Crossbow Cavalry; Tang Mounted Command; Samurai extra heavy Lancers; Japanese
Armoured Infantry Bowmen; Japanese Armoured Infantry Naginata; Japanese Samurai Infantry Archers and
Japanese Samurai Command. Also, there is a strip of English Civil War Musketeers and Pikemen and
Command strips for both Royalist and Parliamentarians which replaces the odd officers usually in the
strips which will now all be Rankers. Finally there is a Roman Cavalry Command strip and an Eastern
Command strip which includes a camel kettle-drummer. This range of 15mm figures is very attractive
and will undoubtedly look most colourful when painted up. Next are some new 25mm Maritouraan: figures
of a most appealing type, the usual distinctive sturdy MiniFigs and will no doubt fight at many a
table-top Blenheim and Ramillies. The full range consists of the following - Line Infantry (most
types); British Grenadier throwing grenade; Austro-Hungarian - march attack; French Grenadier - march
attack; French Grenadier advancing; French Grenadier officer; Swedish Pikeman marching and British
Fusilier advancing. American Civil War wargamers will be delighted with the Whitworth gun and the
:6pdr cannon now available, together with a limber. All are very nice pieces and will look most re
alistic when completed. Finally Miniature Figurines have made another of those beautiful collector's
pieces - an 18th century coach with two horses, a coachman in a top-hat and 2 postillions also in



top-hats and long coats standing on the rear of the coach. Similar to some of those used in the
Silver Jubilee procession, this is a beautiful little item which could form part of a diorama or
even on its own, as a small mantle-shelf ornament.

From Eric and William Knowles of NEW MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LIMITED, 373 High Street North,
Manor Park, London EI2 6PG, has come a set of Fantasy wargames rules "The Quest of Thane Tostig".
With them were a set of figures by the renowned Barry Minot with which the game is played (or
fought?). First the figures. The complete range of figures for this game consists of 33 figures
grouped into Heroes, the Court of King Debobmik, Sprite Warriors of King Debobmik and the Torture
Chamber of the Debobmik Sprites and Sprite Sorcery. Those I have seen include Thane Tostig himself
(with detachable shield), Hangbeffor the vile wood witch with her bubbling cauldron, an executioner
with an axe and a kneeling executioners victim, an armoured Fen Sprite with disembowelling sword,
naked Wood Sprite tribesman throwing a roek, Gurth the Serf, armed with a leaf head spear, wooded
shield and hunting horn and finally Edith of Easilei, Tostig's beautiful female companion. (l must
confess frankly that I recited that lot with some qualms as there seem to me to be certain under
lying sinister aspects hitherto not known in the wargaming world). Now for the rules themselves
which so far as I can find out are provisionally priced at 65p. I handed them over to my son who is
a Dungeon and Dragons addict who reports on them as follows - "They are fairly simple to use and
easy to understand; the basic story is ingenious and interesting. If I had not already played the
more complicated Dungeons and Dragons I would have found these rules to be sufficiently interesting
to arouse my curiosity and set me on the path of Fantasy wargaming. One excellent point is the
manner in which the rules list the figures required for the specific Quest." I gather that these
particular rules feature Quest one - the search for the legendary Sword Blood drinker and that
further Quests will be available in due course as supplementary rule sheets. For further details
contact New Model Army and make sure you enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

Still on the subject of Fantasy wargaming - from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED I have received a
small collection of their Fantasy figures which seem to be less sinister than those already mentioned.
Unfortunately I am unable to list them fully because there was no accompanying letter with the sample
figures detailing their numbers and names. However, even my untutored eye can recognise a couple of
Interesting looking Centaurs, one firing a short bow (does he count as a mounted archer?). Then there
is a dwarf who rather reminds me of a cartoon character, a very bulky armoured fellow carrying a huge
axe, a Viking looking fellow with a horned helmet, round shield and spear, a similarly dressed
character firing a bow and a couple of fur clothed pturdy peasants, both wielding large swords. Sorry
I cannot be more explicit about these well designed and cast figures which will no doubt gladden many
a teenager's heart. Also enclosed with the package was something far more to my taste a nice little
collection of Austrian Napoleonics including three men of a gun crew holding ball, linstock, and rope;
a Jager Standard Bearer and drummer; Hussar trumpeter and guidon bearer, a Cuirassier trumpeter and
a Bavarian Infantry Standard Bearer. A pleasing collection which follows todays "admirable trend of
providing those odd figures who round off so well our established formations. A few weeks ago when
in France with some friends looking round the Somme area, we drove across to Villers-Bretonneux, a
French town that featured largely in the important battles of 1918. On our way back we went through
Cordie where, on April 21st I9I8 a few hundred metres noiLh of the town. Baron Manfred von Richthofen
fell to Allied guns, either those of Captain Roy Brown of 209 Squadron or of the Australian machine-
gunners serving with 53r<i Machine-gun Company. We had heard that a monument had been erected there
to the Red Baron but were unable to find it. I mention all this because enclosed with the Hinchliffe
parcel was Julian Benassi's latest 75mm figure - of Baron Manfred von Richthofen. Simple in its
design, composed only of the figure itself and a base so that no construction work at all is required,
it depicts a stocky and seemingly typical Prussian figure of a short-necked, round-faced man. I say
'typically Prussian', which may indicate that thatMs how. Behassl felt^he ought to be made OR Benassi's
skill as a sculptor has truly caught the authentic appearance of this German air ace. I imagine, as
a rather singular figure, it will be painted up and displayed by numerous modellers.

This seems to be Fantasy month and I draw your attention to the quarter page advert elsewhere in
this issue of CLYDE MODELS {kh Candlerrits, Glasgow G1 ILE). They are importing ARCHIVE MINIATURES
direct from America and claim them to be "the oAly hi-fidelity 25mm Fantasy figures available anywhere."
They come in five series Middle Earth; Mythology; Dungeoneer; Dragon Pass and Science Fiction. For
further details on what seems to be an extensive range send 20p in a self addressed envelope to Clyde
Models for their full catalogue.

In the July number of Wargamer's Newsletter "Must List" featured PHOENIX MODEL DEVELOPMENTS
LIMITED's 30mm Panade Series and Colours and Escorts, mentioning that the price was 30p. It has been
pointed out to me by Phoenix that 30p only applies to foot figures and that mounted figures are £1.00p
each and £1.32p for the drum horse. I don't suppose anybody would have made the mistake of assuming
that the mounted figures cost the same as the foot but I mention this at the request of the makers and
also because it gives these remarkably fine unique figures a second mention!

WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES new catalogue is out under the title of "COMBINED CATALOGUE No.7 - May
1977" which can be obtained from them for 20p. It makes good and impressive reading, listing in
chronological order Ancients - Gauls, Greeks, Persians, Romans, Ancient Indians, Han Chinese; The Dark
Ages which includes Goths, Franks, Saxons, Vikings and Normans; the 13th Century including a mailed
figure and a mounted Arab; l6th and 17th Century - Turks, Spaniards, Lansquenets; English Civil War
(with various artillery and accessories); late 17th Century (I68O) - which can be used for most Euro
pean armies of the period; Jacobites of 17A5; The American War of Independence — including American
Minutemen, Frontiersmen, Continental infantry, British privates. Light Infantry and Grenadiers, German
Mercenaries, Indians and Scots infantry. There are also British and Continental Dragoons and Queens
Ranger Hussars. Napoleonics in campaign dress feature largely and include British, French, Prussian,
Russian, Austrian and Spanish. A feature of this period are the complete sets of gun crews for both
Foot and Horse of all the named combatants. Where applicable, the catalogue indicates those figures
that can be painted up as soldiers of the German States such as Saxe, Lippe, Wurtzburg and Westphalia
or as soldiers of the Landwehr. The Spanish Irregular Light Infantry can be painted up as Irregular
troops of the 17th century to the Ameriean Civil War. Finally WARRIOR'S latest range is listed - the
Mexican-American War of 18A6 which, as suggested last month, opens up exciting new vistas of table-top
c o in3, X •



GHQ, the Minneapolis-based producer of Micro Airmour war-
gaming miniatures announce the release of their latest offer
ing, the ubiquitous Jeep, of World War Two fame. A 1:285
scale metal casting, this is an exact replica of the vehicle
officially designated as "Truck, ̂  ton, ^ x Command
Reconnaissance (Willys MB)." Despite its official name it was
known to everyone as the "Jeep". Oddly enough, it was not the
Willys-Overland Motor Company who invented the original con
cept. The first i ton A x ■'i reconnaissance truck was produced
by American Bantam Car Company in 19'iO. This version, plus
versions by Willys and Ford (theirs was called the "Pygmy"),
competed in Army test trials. The Willys version, with a
better engine, was finally chosen for mass production. "Mass
is definitely the word," said Gregg Scott, President of GHQ.
"From the moment the Jeep entered production in December of
19^1, until the end of the war, a total of 639,000 units were
produced. And that is just the wartime production - after the
war, manufacturers all over the world started producing Jeep-
type vehicles for civilian and military use." The original
Jeep was manufactured with a 442 "Go Devil" 4-cylinder engine,
hydraulic brakes, and an 80" wheelbase. The Micro Armour
version measures just one-half inch in length, and includes
all of the exact detailing for which GHQ products are known.
The model includes both rear tyre and jerry can, and comes
complete with driver. In addition, the miniature is being
packed with a .40-calibre machine gun, and both the 57mm and
75nim recoilless rifles, all on pedestal mounts. The Jeep-
machine gun combination is almost as famous as the Sherman
tank, and continues to be used in many countries' armies to
this day. The new Micro Armour Jeep is now available, along
with the rest of the GHQ World War Two and Modern lines from
OLD GUARD, New Hope Design, Rothbury, Northumberland.

V' JHTT.
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Two views of GHQ's new 1:285 scale
Jeep (US-ll) with pintle-mounted
.50-cal. machine gun.

MAINLY MILITARY advertise regularly in this magazine and yet I rarely seem to have any informa
tion about their products. I am pleased to hear from them that although their range only has seven
pieces at the moment, cast in high quality and invaluable to the 15mm wargamer, they hope to extend
the range in due course. It is always pleasing to note these smaller makers who turn out those "odd"---
items which go such a long way towards rounding-off the realistic appearance of our wargames tables.

Chris Harvey of 11 Woodside Way, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands, is the master-mind behind the
OVERKILL GAMES SERVICE who offer many facilities to the board wargamer and Fantasy wargamers. They
produce OVERKILL a boardgame magazine that has been running for about four years Which emphasises
Play-by-Mail games and sells boardgames. It is produced every six weeks and contains game reviews as
well as all the usual material associated with a Play-by-Mail magazine. The service will also send
you a list of Fantasy, Science Fiction and Boardgames, all of which will be sold at the manufacturers
retail price with subscribers to OVERKILL getting a 10^ discount on an order of any value which will
be post free. Chris Harvey gets some games from U.S.A. before they have been heard of over here -
he was selling GODSFIRE when most people had not even heard of it. If he gets a new game in between
issues of OVERKILL, he will send you free of, charge a notification, a short review and the price.
You get about seven months membership of the OVERKILL GAMES SERVICE for £2.25p and if you are playing
in one of Play-by-Mail games you will get a rebate of 20p an issue and you do not have to send him
stamped addressed envelopes. His latest list covers the following - OGRE by Metagaming Concepts,
first of a mini-mini game which pits a 21st century tank against an entire army. Playable in 45
minutes it is going to be a classic. £1.85p; NUCLEAR WAR - an old game come back to life. A "fun"
card game perfect for a half hour laugh. Again a game rapidly becoming a craze in the U.S.A. £3.75p;
STARSHIP by Fantasy Games, a brand new game of Space Contact. Not available anywhere else in the UK
as far as he knows. £3.75p. These are all less 10^ if you subscribe. Also the complete range of
TSR, GDW, FACT and FANTASY, FLYING BUFFALO, METAGAMING CONCEPTS, FANTASY GAMES UNLIMITED and even some
SPI games, all at list price less 5/^ post free. Not to mention TUNNELS AND TROLLS at £1.75p plus all
FIVE do-it-yourself Dungeons, not to mention something revolutionary from FLYING BUFFALO in July.
OVERKILLS list of games is impressive even to my ignorant eye and, if this is your style then I
suggest you write for it - it also includes much for Dungeon and Dragon addicts. See "LOOKING AROUND"
for reviews of magazine "OVERKILL".

From John Piper (Accessories Limited, 25 Cowleaze Road, Kingston-Upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 SED)
has come details of their MA model accessories range of detailed metal castings, together with a
sample of their Leopard 1A4 West German tank. Beautifully cast in metal with the hull, turret and
tracks each in separate single casting, 'the kit also includes separate smaller fitments such as gun
and mountings; machine gun; hawsers and other parts. As this kit only arrived today and I am keen to
mention it here, there has not been time to make it up but I imagine that this is not a difficult
process and construction details are included anyway so that it should be far simpler to make than
the average plastic kit. It will undoubtedly give a fine solid replica which when painted up will be
a pleasing exhibition piece because, at £4.30p it is probably too expensive to be used for wargaming.
MA MODEL ACCESSORIES are a fast growing range with these accurate 1:100 scale models in kit form, cast
in white metal. They intend to issue a new model each month and this month's offering is the British
Army's Stalwart Bedford 4-ton covered and open lorries with a pack of sundry stores (40 items in all)
including shovels, axes, oil-drums, jerry-cans, etc. The covered Bedford sells at £2.00p and the 4-
ton open vehicle at £2.30p; the sundry stores pack at £1.72p. Also available in this range are -
T.62 at £3.85p; Scorpion at £2.55p; Land Rover and trailer at £1.90p and Alvis Stalwart at £2.60p.
There must be a place for high grade models such as these which will inevitably suffer in price com
parison with plastic kits although it must be appreciated that there is more metal and considerably
more designing required for one of these kits than for a figure kit at • Toughly the ^.same price.



SEEN IN THE ADVERTS;

NEW HOPE DESIGN are marketing, at 45p per pack of three, 1:72nd scale figures designed from the
illustrations of air and ground crews in the recent Osprey publications of AIRCAM-AIRWAR Series. In
white metal the first series includes RAF 19^40 (Air l); USAAF bomber crew men (Air 2); Spanish Civil
War (Air 3) and Luftwaffe (Air •'t). Under the heading of BATTLES AND GENERALS, Ivan Breg Associates
(Audio Publishing Limited) of 35a Broadhurst Gardens, Hampstead, London NW6, are putting out double
play stereo cassettes that they claim will "add a new dimension to the hobby". Titles include Battle
of Waterloo; Napoleon Bonapart; Sinking of the Lusitania; The Battle of Britain; The Battle of Jutland;
The Battle of Midway; Invasion of the Spanish Armada; Francis Drake; George Washington; Julius Caesar
and Nelson. One cassette costs £3.^0p, any two cassettes £6.00p or three cassettes £8.50p, four
cassettes at £10.00p, all prices inclusive VAT and postage and packing. Said to cater for those who
find the complete Dungeons and Dragon set "a little rich for their pockets" TUNNELS AND TROLLS (UK
edition) is available from GAMES AND PUZZLES, 11 Tottenham Court Road, London WIA 4XF, at £1.75p-
The second edition of the set of Greek Naval Warfare Rules by Ed Smith, well-known member of the
Society of Ancients, can be obtained from the London Wargames Section, ^8 East View, Barnet, Herts
EN5 5TN, at 75p. KAPE FINE ART LIMITED of 66 Carter Lane, London EC4, England, are offering a limited
edition of authentic regimental lithographs of the Guards Division at £6.75p for a set of five. Each
coloured print measures 11" x B-j" and has been taken from original drawings and reproduced on best
quality paper by an artist who is a military historian and recently serving soldier. The GHQ range of
modern Micro Armour is well known for its superlative detail and quality casting. English agents are
NEW HOPE DESIGN who suggest that you send them 20p for a sample M60A1 and listing of GHQ range of
modern tanks. Still on today's military vehicles, HELLER (distributed in the U.K. solely by HESTAIR,
Foremost House, Thomas Road, London E14 7BL) are a French firm who turn out precision made plastic
kits. They can supply the AMX30 DCA, VGA and AMX 13 tanks, the nucleus of French infantry support
vehicles on front-line attacks which provide a variety of short and long range firepower. They have
a range of military aircraft and battleships including the Phenix of 1664; a recent offering is the
Super Frelon armoured military helicopter designed to carry commando troops to the centre of ground
action, the kit comes complete with a commando force. MINIFIGS can now supply sheets of British,
infantry standards in 25mm scale, 5 standards to a sheet at 50p each plus 7p postage. TRADITION have
some new 54mm releases - The British Army in the Peninsular War and French Infantry of the Line in
Campaign Dress at £1.50p each. ROSE MINIATURES have some new 54mm - Ancient Greeks, Japanese Samurai,
Scottish Troops of George 11 and French v Marlborough. Dek Military Models, 71 Vaughan Way, Leicester
LEI 4SG, are putting out 80mm figures by Alan Caton in association with Derek Cross "ALL THE QUEEN'S
MEN", being British Army figures in the 19th century. Look at HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED advert in
this issue for details of an exciting new British Colonial range that would seem to be highly suitable
for the Individual Skirmish wargamer. Also note that popular demand has caused them to purchase the
private range of FOREMOST from the designer Peter Gilder so that they a bit more readily available.
Over 70 items are available at new "realistic" prices and the range will be added to on a regular basis.
The latest 25mm releases are of British, French and Russian Napoleonics. TABLETOP GAMES, 92 Acton
Rpad. Arnold, Nottingham, have some new rules available - Lance I3OO-I50O Mediaeval rules by Alan Cook
with an extensive army list at 85p and the second edition of Rudis Gladiator fighting rules with im
proved additions for chariot racing. The JACKLEX 20mm range of Colonial figures available from HARROW
MODEL SHOP (see advert in this issue) now includes the Colonial supply wagon with a four horse team
in addition to a very comprehensive range of both British and Native troops for Colonial wars and
their Sudan, Zulu and Indian Frontier opponents. DIXON MINIATURES of Ash Grove, Royles Head Lane,
Longwood, Huddersfield, have some new Asiatic light cavalrymen and horses, of which 1 have heard good
reports.

Attention is drawn to the PHOENIX MODELS DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED advert on page 5 of this issue. At
first glance one might think it has nothing whatsoever to do with wargaming and that is of course
correct but do not pass it over quickly because of that! Probably 99.9 per cent of the readers of this
magazine are practicing wargamers whose eyes and minds immediately weigh-up every model soldier they
see to ascertain its table-top role. They assess its conversion potentialities - is is a figure that
can readily be turned into that rarity - something not already provided by a commercial maker - or, in
the case of the larger figures, what Indi'. idual Skirmish personality can be grafted upon it? These
things may well apply to the remarkable 1:32nd scale 18th century English pewter models in the Phoenix
advert but that is not quite the point of these remarks. Possessed as we may be with table-top battles
and settling or reversing the outcomes of historical conflicts, we need diversion to prevent us becom
ing stale. What better can be suggested than to keep within the hobby, so to speak, and make one of
these beautiful old-world scenes for display, not necessarily in a wargames room, but even to vie with
the coffee-table volumes that impress guests in our lounge. Take another look at the advert!

ooOoo

FOR SALE: Miniature Warfare - Vol.1 No.5; Vol.2 No.12; Vol.3 Nosl, 4, 8-12 and Vol.4 Nos 1 and 2.
Wargamer's Newsletter - June '68-February '69; Minitanks Manual; Wargame Research Group Rules - Armour
and Infantry 1925-50; L.W.S. Modern Rules; Historical Simulations - Panzer 44, Spartan; l/300th scale
painted - 5 Shermans, 5 Pz IV's, 5 M3 half-tracks, 11 German Trucks, German Infantry. All good con
dition. Offers to Tony Turvey, 31 Capron Road, Luton, LU4 9BU.

ocOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 1974 inclusive 20p each
05" 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ^5.50). Back numbers March 1974 to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 56 Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.

ooOoo

20mm METAL WARGAMES FIGURES WANTED: Hinton Hunt, Phoenix, Jacklex, early Minifigs, etc. State
details, price, or ask for Swop List. Terry Wise, 20 St. Mary's Road, Wheatley, Doncaster, S.Yorks.



BOOK

REVIEWS
UNIFORMS OF THE SEVEN YEARS WAR 1756-63 Uy

Jonn Mollow, artwork Uy Malcolm McGregor. (7^" x
5i" 22^ pages: 6h pages in full colour. Blandford
Press - £3.25p).

The formations, tactics and style of fighting
of the 18th century lend themselves admirably to
realistic reproduction on the wargames table. The
Seven Years War with its colourful assortment of

participating armies was the main conflict of the
period and is exceptionally well covered in this
hook. Uniform details of all types of troops the
Prussian, British, German Auxiliary, American
Provincials, Russian, Austrian armies together
with German Auxiliaries fighting for Austria are
given in great detail. Maps are included of the
principal battles of the war with detailed des
criptions of Rosshach, Leuthen, Minden and Quebec
together with their Orders of Battle. The ex
cellent illustrations are invaluable to anyone
painting armies of this period and the text that
accompanies each illustration is most informative.
It looks as though Blandford have come up with
yet another winner.

- —

JANE'S POCKET BOOK 17 - RIFLES AND LIGHT MACHINE GUNS edited by Denis Archer. (7i" x ; 231
pages; at least one photograph on each page. MacDonald and Jane's - £2.75p (PVC limp); £3.75p (hard
back).

This book covers all rifles. Carbines and LMGs known or believed'to be currently in service with
regular armed forces, reserve forces and para-military organisations together with those officially
obsolescent or obsolete weapons which are excluded from the first category but may still be encountered
because they are used by irregular forces. Thirdly it considers weapons which have not yet entered
service. The tabulated data provides describes significant characteristics, in common with other
books in this series, this small volume meets the needs of those who require a readily portable digest
of weapon information. For the technical-minded, although the weapon descriptions in the book are
grouped together under two major headings i.e. Rifles and Light Machine Guns, the diversity of
mechanisms is immense. Ably covered are manually-operated rifles, self-loading rifles, automatic
weapons, "cook-off", selective fire, trigger mechanisms, burst control, muzzle climb, recoil systems,
short recoil, gas-assisted recoil, breech locking, gas operation, gas regulation and delayed blowback.
This book is a quite invaluable aid to modern small arms and can solve a lot of problems for the war-
gamer fighting in the post World War Two period^

From Squadron/Signal Publications of America (usually their publications can be obtained through
Almark in this country) have come two books which, although not of specific interest to wargamers, are
the usually well produced and informative books packed with illustrations, often under active service
conditions. The first is U-BOATS IN ACTION by Robert C.Stern and illustrated by Don Greer which sells
at ^3.95 and tells in word and picture just about all that the Naval wargamer would need to know about
the U-Boats of World War Two. Then there is PHANTOM 11 - A pictorial history of the McDonnell Douglas
F-^ Phantom 11. By Lou Drendel this is so packed with pictures including many in colour that 1 imagine
will make the air enthusiast drool with delight.

From Greenwood Press Inc of 51 Riverside Avenue, Westport, Connecticut 06880, UoS.A. has come
Subject Catalogue No.59 on Reprints and Original Titles in MILITARY STUDIES. The 23 page catalogue
has sections covering books on Military History; Naval History; Strategy, Tactics and Weapons; Bio
graphies and Memoirs. Many of the listed books are American in origin which means that they probably
are not normally obtainable in this country while others are reprints pt famous books which many war-
gamers and military collectors have desired for years. For example, the list includes both those out-
of-print marvels Burne's Agincourt War and Crecy War; Denison's A History of Cavalry from the Earliest
Times; Lloyd's A Review of the History of Infantry; Taylor's The Art of War in Italy 1^9^4-1529; Sir
James Turner's Military Essayes of the Ancient Grecian, Roman and Modern Art of War written in I67O;
Starr's The Roman Imperial Navy 31BC - 324AD; Hardee's Rifle and Light Infantry Tactics (1855);
Jomini's The Art of War; Caulaincourt's With Napoleon in Russia; and many others.

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE' MONTH:

What was a Roman Lorica?

2. Do Foot Guards wear a bearskin or a busby?

3. When were Field Dressings first carried by British Troops?

k. Date of Battles of - a) Austerlitz
hi Halidon Hill

c) Minden
d) Salamanca

ooGoo

ANSWERS ON PAGE 9



LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX Magazine - July 1977. Usual reviews of figures, kits, books, etc., plus illustrated

articles on the Bavarian Army in the Franco-Prussian War; Wargaming aspects of the War with America
1812-1815; Air Wargaming and numerous other features of fringe wargaming interest.

BATTLE - August 1977. A nice stimulating cover which really is a good advert for wargaming and
with articles on Wargaming for Beginners; Wargames Briefing on new items; Spion Kop Battlefield then
and now; The Battle of Eylau; A.F.V. Information; The Visual Element in Wargaming (a notable article
by Charles Grant); Making Ancient Wargaming Figures - The Enemies of China plus other interesting
features of real-life warfare. One of the best issues I have seen.

LONE WARRIOR - July 1977. The Journal of the Solo Wargamer's Association. Enthusiastically
written containing articles on an Association Postal Campaign; a Fantasy section; battle report;
Terrain; various ideas for solo games and campaigns; World War Two Desert Wargame; plus letters and
other features. A must for the lonely wargamer.

MILITARY JOURNAL - March-April 1977. This American produced crammed magazine of World War Two
information contains articles on Soviet Rocket Artillery 1917-1945; Airborne Troops of the People's
Republic of China; The R.A.F. Museum; Italian Development of Anti-tank Shoulder Weapons; Flame-Throw
ing Carriers of World War Two; extensive book reviews, articles on military wargaming (board) and
other interesting features for the "modern" wargamer.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1977. Well produced and illustrated as always, contains useful
articles on Hampden's Greencoats (ECW); Chaffee tank; Russian Garde Dragoons 1812; Making nets for
models; French 3rd Hussars 1791-4; German Dragoon 1914; and the "Buffalo" Soldiers. Plus mouth
watering adverts, reviews of new figures, books, etc.

NORSEMAN - Journal of the Northern Association of Wargamers. (G.Cowburn, 72 Philips Avenue,
Farnworth, Bolton NL4 9BJ). After a long gap I have received seven issues in one package. Maybe I
am mellowing or the magazine is improving because 1 thoroughly enjoyed the stimulating, unalloyed
enthusiasm tinged with humour and humanity which marks its informative pages. Contains innumerable
articles on all aspects of wargaming from Ancient to World War Two, plus book and figure reviews,
arguments and parochial news. If you want to keep in touch with the real basis of true British war
gaming then have a look at these magazines.

OVERKILL - May and June 1977. Published and written by Chris Harvey, 11 Woodside Way, Aldridge,
Walsall, West Midlands, these are stimulating magazines dealing with board wargames of all types. If
this is your scene then write to Chris Harvey whose OVERKILL GAMES SERVICE costs £2.25p per annum
that will get you five copies a year of the magazine plus rebates for various games services. More
than that I cannot really say because I do not know enough about the subject the magazine covers -
suffice to say it seems to be authoritive, knowledgeable and most informative.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - May-June 1977. This is an historically-oriented magazine dealing with the
uniforms, battles and wargames of the Colonial period 1859-1918 and is published quarterly. Never
fails to contain authoritive and highly informative articles on Colonial warfare and is fresh and
original enough to justify subscribing. This issue contains an in depth article on the Chinese Army
1895-1900; and some details of the Boxer Rebellion but wastes a lot of space with re-printed cartoons,
etc., from Punch and other journals of the early 1800s. Good but could be much better.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue No.43. Beautifully produced and illustrated - contains articles on Italian
Fighters 1937-1943; Battle of the Yellow Sea 1904; Sniper; Oran 1942; Nuclear Artillery; ans Aspern-
Essling 1809. When I tell you that among the contributors of those articles are no less well-known
writers than John Laffin, Ian Hogg, Shelford Bidwell and David Chandler among others then you know
the standardl

WHITE DWARF - June-July 1977. This is the Science Fiction and Fantasy Games Magazine which may
well be the definitive journal for that aspect of the hobby. A bit out of my reach in most cases but
contains articles on suggestions for the new Science Fiction role-playing game Metamorphosis Alpha;
the Dungeons and Dragons news and enrolling procedure - very D & D slanted this magazine with other
articles on competitive D & D puzzles and D & D campaigns and a miscelleny of D & D treasure chest
and additions. Then there is Open Box a Science Fiction/Fantasy games review,^ and the analysis of
Warlord an undiscovered nuclear wargame. Nicely produced with enthusiasm and authority - not really
my scene but thoroughly recommended to those who are taking this tack.

BULLETIN No. 77.2 of the Club Francais de la Figurine Historique. Don't quite know how I get
this each month but 1 always find it interesting if ,only because it arouses an ambition in me to im
prove my knowledge of the French language. This issue contains illustrated details of jousting armour,
helmets and crests of the 15th century; illustrated article with plate of the Volontaires de Saxe;
details of construction of a model barracks and also an artillery caisson of the late 19th century.
Finally there are two full-page black-and-white plates and other illustrations on an article dealing
with the Foot Artillery of the French Imperial Guard.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 30p per copy + 9p postage - £4.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £4.50p (U.S. and Canada ̂ 12.00).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.

£12.00p
£7.OOp
£4.00p
£2.50p

ADVERTISING RATES: Full page - £12.OOp

-  , Half page - £7.OOp
Aavertisement Manager, Quarter page - £^.00p ^ + ' Bditonaioffice
Roland Sutton, Eighth page - £2.50p 7^^?^ J Oonald Peatherstone
Tradition & r & v 5A-5B Shepherd St., esHiiiLana
5A-5B Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London, Southampton soi bad
Mayfair, London W1Y7LD. 7LD.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF II" X 6".

Subscriptions and Enquiries
Belmont-Maiiland (Publishers) Ltd,

Tradition,
5A-5B Shepherd St.,
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton S01 SAD

Hants. U.K.



T,WELLS(0892) 37624

for Collectors,Wargamers.Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures • Models • Kits • Conversions -Tools ■ Materials • Books • Prints• etc

I8B THE PANTILES

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

KENT ENGLAND

DEAR READER; If you are lookiiig for a truly comprehensive service ybu mi^t like to pay
us a visit. We are easy to find - THROTJGSH BDTLBR'S JEWELLERY SHOP & DOWN

THE SIAIRS - prif^ you're in the Comp. G.H.Q. Bunker • Alteanaatively, we offer efficient
Kail Order Service under the heading "IF WE HAVE'IH? GOT IP — WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU".

ALL YOU HAVE T0_^, study the adverts in the militaria publications (English) and
make a list of your various requirements. State the title, reference

number, and quantity required; plus manufacturer's or publisher's name and list prices.
Total up the prices, add packing and postal charges, and send cash/ sterling cheque/ or
international money order - payable to Miniature Warfare Ltd - and we will do the rest.
Overseas clients wishing to write a cheque in their own currency should add a further
50 pence to cover our bank charges. (Postage & Packing: U.K. add 10^ in £1. Europe 1^
in £1. Overseas Seamail 20^ in £1. Overseas Airmail 40^ in £1. U.K. orders over £10
add only 5^ in £1 for P & P charges).
WE HOLD gPOCKS OF; ff-njfm-.TFFIi! - MINIPIiGS - AIRFIX - PHOENIX - GHQ MICRO-ABMOUR -

HISDOREX - GREENWOOD & BALL - OLD GUARD - STADDEN, LASSET - SANDERSON
AlO OTHER FIGDRES. TAMIYA - HASEGAWA - RJJIMI KITS. BELLONA - MICRCWIOLD - THAN etc.
BADGER AIRBRUSHES - PLASTICARD - X-ACTO TOOLS & EQHIPMENT - DIORAtIA MATERIALS - HDMBROL
PAINTS & BRUSHES - ADHESBTES - COMPOUNDS. BOOKS by OSPREY, FDNCKEN, BLANDFORD, AIMARK, ETC.
MILITARY PRIMPS - WARGAMES RULES & DICE, and many other items for collectors/hobbyists.
MODELLING & PAINTING SEH7ICE: We specialise in MADE-jTO-ORDER MODELS for the private

individual seeking items not available in the standard
commercial ranges, and/or for manufacturers looking for new ideas and 'master' models to
extend their range. WE MAKE ANYTHING FROM ANY PERIOD TO ANY SCALE, from a single figure,
piece of equipment or architectural model, to a complete 'museum Standard' diorama.
Write or phone us with full details and we v;ill be pleased to provide a quotation.

One satisfied private client recently wrote ".... to let jrau know that my model of
Hougoumont arrived safely a few days ago. It is really a magnificent model i" Another
says "The set pieces made for my collection of Old-Time Vehicles are quite superb,
pleaise proceed with the further two as discussed," If YOU want something really special
we will make it for you, to you're particular scale i

We also offer a top-quality Painting Service for Individual items, or for commerdial
contract woric. Over the last year Miniature Warfare Ltd has been co-operating with
Charles Stadden Studios in production painting for his recant masterpiece, the widely
publicised Napoleonic Chess Sets designed for the International Library of Military
History as a limited edition, which complete with table sell at over £660 per set.

We are certainly not the cheapest, but we like to think that we offer the best service
in the business - why not find out for yourself ?. Looking forward to hearing fnom you.

Yours sincerely,

E ERIK Director

DIRECTORS; G.ERIK , B.ERIK. REGD LONDON 1974 N<>1160519. REGD OFFICE ; 47 MOUNT EPHRAIM, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30aiT>—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX

MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us . . .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN

FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

V? WJSKIN XRAIS
PUBUCHOUSE

^  HIGH SI NORTH

EAST HAM
DISTRICT LINE

NEWMODEL
/«MY 1 I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STCX:KS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

St<vic<ut
MODEL HOBBY CENTRE

211 BEXLEY ROAD, NORTHUMBERLAND HEATH, ERITH, KENT. Telephone: ERITH 34045

1/2400 Scale

Battleship
Battleship
Battlecruiser

Heavy Cruiser
Heavy Cruiser
Cruiser

Cruiser

Destroyer

Battleship
Pocket Battleship
Battle Cruiser

Heavy Cruiser
Destroyer

Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Battlecruiser

Light Cruiser
Light Cruiser
Destroyer

Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Dreadnought
Battlecruiser

Light Cruiser
Light Cruiser
Destroyer

Open 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon to Sat
Closed all day Thurs.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
WE ARE NOW SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
TOTHE TRADE FOR MICRO MATRIX

AND STARCAST WARSHIPS. (All
Orders and enquiries should be sent to

the above)

NEWS FLASH 1 1
THESTARTOFASUPERB NEW

RANGE OF 90mm FIGURES WILL BE
ANNOUNCEDSOON

MICRO MATRIX Ancient Ships
1/450 Scale
Phoenician BIreme 64p
Greek Bireme 78p
Roman BIreme (large) BBp
RomanTfireme 78p

Mail Order (SAE with enquiries)
All prices quoted include VAT.

Postage and Packing UK 10% up to
£5 (min 10p). Free over £5.

Remittances payable to Starcast
Miniatures Model Hobby Centre.

MICRO MATRIX Napoleonic
Warships 1/1000 Scale
British

Cutter 16 guns 4
Brig 24guns 5
Frigate 32 guns 5
Eastlndiaman 38 guns 7
3rd Rate Man of War 64guns 7
2nd Rate Man of War 74guns 7
1st Rate Man of War lOOguns 7
Bomb Ketch 5

Merchantman (Snow) 5

FRENCH

Lugger 10 guns 4
Schooner (Privateer) 22 guns 5
Corvette 28 guns 5
Frigate 40 guns 5
2nd Rate Man of War SOguns 7
1 St Rate Man of War llOguns 7
Merchantman lOguns 5

SPANISH

Galley 20 guns 6
Frigate 36 guns 5
2nd Rate Man of War 90guns 7
1st Rate ManofWar 130guns 8
Merchantman (Treasure ship) 7

AMERICAN

Gun Boats (2) 5
Sloop 24 guns 5
Frigate 59 guns 7
Merchantman (Slaver) 20 guns 5

trade enquiries welcome
UK and Export



GREENWOOD
(^BALL ini
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

New Garrison

25mm

Sword and Sorcery

SS75 Minotaur 25p,

and at long last:

SSS2

Vanha War Mammoth

at £1.10

MORE TO COMESOONI

In France:

Arbois Modelisme.

1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P. 32.
93700 Drancy.

SOLDIERS OF

THE VICTORIAN

AGE

By JOHN TASSEL

Our series continues onto one of the most

colourful armies of all...

In USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,

121 58 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

THEARMYOF
IMPERIAL GERMANY

4 Superb figures from basset evoke the
Militarism of Germany prior to 1914,:-
LIG1 Garde Du Corps
GIG2 Dragoon
LIG3 Cuirassier
UG4Uhian

Aiiat£1.85(VATinc)

Plusi An item of topical interest for the jubiiee:-
LBA5 Guardsman. Guards Battalions: Full
Dress 1936.

I
in Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St.,

Ottawa,Ontario KIM 5Z4.

EAGLE
MINI A TURES
P.O. BOX 14,
BARRY, SOUTH GLAMORGN,
CPS 6YB Telephone: BARRY 740374

HH AO I more figures of
llfinrP HII^' the North Americas to

^  add to your collection.
Complement our other figures released last

month of this

period. t|H^
Pplce only £3.75 5^^

SAE or IRC for full

list of 54s and 90s
Post and Packing

U.K. All orders under £5 10%

OVER £5 Post Free.

-r< Overseas surface mail
^  30% Airmail 60%

i

THE NEW

MODELSOLDIER
QlJ^n 162 INFIRMARY ROAD,SHEFFIELD,
O n W r S63 DH. Tel: Sheffield 0742-77966

I
OVERWHELMING! That was your response to our War
Game Armies. So much so we have had to take an advertising
break of two months to recover! We are back again with a

wider selection and more to come. I
25mm ARMIES AND

FORCES
£1 5.95 each postpaid U.K. minimum of 1 50 pieces

Ancient Greek 'Vikings AWI British
Ancient Roman Medieval English Federal
Ancient Persian Medieval French Confederates
Ancient British Warof the Roses Napoleonic British
Ancient Egyptian 'Polish Renaissance Napoleonic French
Ancient Assyrian Roundheads 'Napoleonic Russian
Normans Royalists 'Napoleonic Prussian
Saxons AWI American 'Napoleonic Austrian
Mythical Earth Sword and Sorcery Brunswick Wurcenberg

Figures by Miniature Figurines, Greenwood and Ball and Hinchciiffe. All armies
are detailed to regiments/units including Officers, Standard Bearers, Musicians,
Cavalry and Personality figures. Artillery units 75pextra.

Send stamped addressed envelope and 7p stamp for each Army list.
Above Armies painted to High Standard each.

Stockists of:-

Minifigs (85p) Greenwood and Ball (75p) Hinchciiffe (22p) Tradition, Rose,
Historex, Titan, GHO, Ros. Poste Militaire, Airfix, Tamiya, Matchbox, Revel!,
Humbrol, Tabletop, Avalon Hill, Simpubs, Bellona, WRG and other rules, Navwar,
Skytrex, and Games workshop.
Catalogue prices shown in brackets post paid.
Mali order above £5.00 post free.
Shop sales above £5.00 to Wargames Clubs carry 10% discount.

EM904 US SADDLER

SGT C1880

EM903 CSA CAVALRY

MAJOR 01862



MAIIMLY MILITARY

MOOERN BATTLE

QROUIMD l^^lli^^l I
Specialists in metal military miniatures and accessories for both the wargamer and collector; HOME or EXPORT

103.WALSALL ROAD; LICHFIELD; STAFFORDSHIRE; ENGLAND: Telephone No. 53180

PROJECT 15 - 15mm SCALE
Cottage (with removable roof) SOp

Barn (with removable roof) 50p

Derelict Cottage 40p

Artillery Redoubt 30p

Redoubt Link Sections ( 2 per pack)

Wall Sections ( 4 per pack) 40p

Broken Wall Sections (2 per pack) 20p

For illustrated catalogue please send large S.A.E.

IllIIIINIMODEL ACCESSORIES
JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) LIMITED
es COWLEAZE POAO • KINOBTON-UPON-THAMES • SURREY - KTE 8EO

TELEPHONE: 01-SA8 8804 TELEX: CADANAC LON SSABae

New Series All to Scale 1:100

Detailed Casting
of British Scorpion Light Tank

Yet again we are adding to our range of detailed white metal
kits of modern military equipment in 1 ;100 scale. This month's
additions being the splendid British Army Chieftan Tank, and a
pack of Lorry Loads.

Below are listed items now available from stock. The prices
listed include V.A.T. and U.K. Postage and packing.

Terms: Mail Order Only - Cash with order - Cheques and
P.O.'s made payable to John Piper Accessories Limited -
Overseas customers quotations on request.

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK: T.62 @ £3.85 — LEOPARD 1A4
@ £4.30 — SCORPION @ £2.55 — BEDFORD 4 TON
COVERED @ £2.50 — BEDFORD 4 TON OPEN @ £2.30 —
LANDROVER & TRAILER @ £1.90 — ALVIS STALWART @
£2.80 — SUNDRY STORES PACK @ £1.72 — CHIEFTAN
TANK @ £4.30 AND LORRY LOAD PACK @ £0.99

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Looking For Something
New in Fantasy?
CLYDE MODELS are pleased and
proud to present:—

ARCHIVE MINIATURES
DIRECT FROM THE USA

Archive miniatures are the only hi-fidelity 25 mm fantasy figures available anywhere.
it's quality that speaks for itself.

Series ooe - Middle Earth:—The world of wizards, elves and hobbits.

Series two - Mythology:—The gods will smile upon you when you battle past the
Minotaur, Centaur. Trolls and many others.

Series three - Ot wneer:—What can wo say to all you dungeon masters, until you
have aeen the full range of dur>geon nasties. These are the most
sensatkxial fantasy figures yet! Dungeon nasties, puddings, slimes,
moulds, ogres, crawlers, winkdogs, wizards and many more
disgustirtg lovable creatures of the dark depths.

Series four - Dragon Pass:—Fall under the helpless spells of Jar-eel the Razoress.
Ironhoof ar>d some realty ugty monsters of the imagination.

Series five - Science Rctloo:—You will be helpless when the Fuzzies and Stellar
Amazons come on the scerre.

Others to follow. Look out for our adverts. Send 20p and self addressed envelope for
our fuU catalogue of archive miniatures (United Kingdom only) to:—

CLYDE MODELS
We an Glasgows onfy pnfessionat figun and wargames ntailers open six days a
week 9.30 to 5.30. Selected stocks ot Wamor. Minifigs, Hinchlitte,
Tradition, Histonx. Coronet, and many more.



Game Designers' Workshop
m

For the widest range of wargames

VISIT OUR SHOPS
16F Hanway Street, London W1A 2LS
2 Castle Street, Kingston Upon Thames

JUST ARRIVED all BATTLELINE GAMES

including AIRFORCE £7.95
DAUNTLESS £8.50

FURY IN THE WEST £7.95

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME ,
01-636 8278

THE BESTIN BOARD

WARGAMING I 1
I

G.D.W. games are available post-free from:
GAMES CENTRE

16F Hanway Street, London W1A 2LS

PEARL HARBOR NEWI
PHARSALUS NEWI
CITADEL-The siege of DienBienPhu NEW!
LA BATTAILLE DEMOSKOWA-1812 NEW!
AVALANCHE-The Salerno landings, 1943 £9.95
BATTLE FOR MIDWAY-The Pacific, 1942 .£7.75
BURMA-1942-45 £5.95
CHACO-Bolivia vs. Paraguay, 1932-35 £5.50
CORAL SEA-Pacific carrier battle .£5.95
CRIMEA -The dawn of modern warfare £6.65
1815-The Waterloo campaign £6.65
MANASSAS-The first American Civil War Battle £4.95
N ARVIK -The invasion of Norway, 1940 £6.65

S  RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR, 1904-5 £7.75
Including PORT ARTHUR £4.95
andTSUSHIMA £4.95

?/ C S.S.N.-Modern anti-submarine warfare £5.95
THEIR FINESTHOUR-The Battleof Britain £9.95

nes TORGAU-FredericktheGreat, 1760 £6.65
TRIPLANETARY-space combat in the 21 St century £5.95

>  DRANG NACH OSTEN-German invasion of Russia £11.65

'7 95 UNENTSCHIEDEN-The Russian counter-attack £10.95
io'cn EN GARDEI-Rulebookfor 17th-centuryrole-playinggame £2.95

Summing
fllmiaturtS

I

FOR TOP CLASS 25mm MODELS IN HIGH
QUALITY METAL, SUITABLE FOR WARGAMES,
DIORAMAS, COLLECTORS.

Napoleonic Foot, Cavalry and Equipment
Medieval (Crecy-Agincourt) foot, cavalry, equipment

and crusadersr\

Ancients, Sassanid, Parthian, Greek, Philistine,
Nubian, Ancient Briton etc.

Roman Empire (first century), Gauls,
Normans and Saxons.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN <£ BATTLE RULES
(one-to-one)

— PLUS FICTIONAL MAPS —

I
We shall be at United Reformed Church Hall, REDCAR

on Saturday, 23rd July and Wintergardens,
CLEETHORPES on Sunday, 31st July

(N.E. Region play-off for National Championships)

For complete catalogue send 20p to:

45 WENLOCK STREET
HULL HU3 IDA

OVERSEAS — CATALOGUE 40p

THE PRINTED WORD

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR specialists:

American Civil War Specialists -
militaria of all wars - models -
25mm wargamers figures - send
25p for A.G.W. lists of books,
records, uniforms, etc. Personal
callers welcome.

Wargames Clubs: Ask about our
discount to clubs and members -
we would also like to attend your
open days.

PRINTEDWORD

37 MANOR ROAD, WALLINGTON, SURREY.
Closed Mondays.Tel: 01-6471213

FT ;

iHy b
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MEDIEVALWARGAMING IN
15mm METAL FIGURES

BY PETER LAING

pz.(;s SIEGE WAR FARE
F901 Longbowman shooting 5p F904 Man at Arms Standing, Spear 5p
F903 Man at Arms Marching 5p F906 Crossbowman Loading 5p
F905 Crossbowman Shooting 5p F908 Dism. Knight with Glaive 5p
G907 Dism. Knight with Sword 5p F910 DIsm. Knight with Axe op
F909 Handgunner Firing 5p F912 Scottish Spearman Kneeling

S

COLONIAL WARGAMING in 15mm

cottish Spearman standing
5p F914 Scottish Spearman Adv. 5p

F913 Priest with Cross 5p F212 Unarmoured Spearman
F209 Unarmoured Inf Sword 5p March 6p
M901 Mounted Knight Lance M902 Charging Knight

caparison lOp Lance Caparison lOp
M903 Charging Knight Sword 10p M904 Mounted Knight
M905 Mounted Knight warhammer Mace, Caparison lOp

lOp M906 Mounted Archer lOp
A901 Small Bombard 5p A902 Cannon on elevating mount
A903 Cannon on fixed mount 15p
A905 Gunner Standing 5p A904 Gunner Kneeling 5p
A907 Ladder 10p A906 Ladder Carrier (2 reqd) bp
A909 Battering Ram lOp A908 Man Climbing Udder 5p
A911 Trebuchet 30p A910 Bat. Ram Crew(2 reqdl 5p
A202 Man with Lever 5p A201 Mangonel 15p
A411a Ox Cart with solid wheels 15p A203 Two men with missile lOp
F902 Longbowman Marching 5p A412 Ox(2reqd) 10p

NEW A913 SIEGE TOWER (12 part kit) £2

NEW JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS IN 15mm
No3. Castle Gate - No4. Castle Walls and CornerTower 36p each sheet

Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over 600 items in 15mm from
Ancients through to World War 2.

Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. BOp
PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas. Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

PETER LAING's
Brit. Inf. marching 5p

, Highlander marching 5p
Brit. Inf. Adv. 5p
Highlander Adv. 5p
Brit. Off. Adv. 5p
Bagpiper 5p
Brit. Inf. firing standing 5p
Highlander firing standing 15p
Brit. Off. standing 5p
Boer firing standing 5p
Boer firing lying 5p
JIhadia rifleman (Dervish) 5p
Fuzzy Wuzzy with sword 5p
Pathan firing standing 5p
Pathan on guard 5p
Zulu marching 5p
Zulu rifleman firing Bp
Zulu rifleman adv. Bp
Zulu lying firing Bp
Zulu adv. Bp
Pathan kneeling firing Bp
Boer adv. rifle attrail Bp
Brit. Bugler Bp
Brit. Off. firing revolver Bp
Brit. Inf. firing kneeling Bp
Zulu running Bp
Fuzzy Wuzzy with spear Bp
Dervish with spear Bp
Dervish with raised sword Bp
Egypt/Sudanese inf.
marching Bp
Egypt/Sudanese inf. firing Bp

METALFIGURES
F632 Indian Sepoy marching Bp
F633 Indian Sepoy firing Bp
F634 Gurkha marching Bp
F63B Brit. Inf. lying firing Bp
M601 Brit, lancer charging lOp
M602 Brit. cav. horse walking lOp
M603 Mounted beer lOp
M604 Boer leading pony lOp
M60B Imperial yeomariry 10p
M606 Art. horse with rider lOp
M607 Art. horse without rider lOp
M608 Dervish armoured

horseman lOp
M609 Egypt/Sudan cav. lOp
M610 Indian cav. 10p
A601 2.5" RML mountain gun IBp
A602 Brit, gunner kneeling ram Bp
A603 Brit, gunner kneeling Bp
A604 Brit, field glasses Bp
A60B Brit, helographer Bp
A606 Gatlinggun IBp
A607 Seated gatling gunner Bp
A608 Standing gatling gunner Bp
A609 IBpdr field gunner IBp
AGIO Limber IBp
A611 Seated Brit, gunner for

AGIO 5p
AG12 Brit, gunner handspike Bp
AG13 Brit.gunnershell Bp
AG 14 Egypt/Sudan camel corps 1Bp
AG1B Brit.camel corps IBp
AG1G Gardner gun IBp

Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over 500 items in 15mm from
Ancients through to World War 2.

Cash with Order, Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

£2 17p
£3 '• 20p
£4 •' 23p
£5 *■ 24p
£6 " 27p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. £1.

PETER LAIIMG
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

HARROW
TELEPHONE:
01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm FOOT 8p CAV I9p
NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman
El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.
F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL GATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £2.50
COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, timber riders, etc., £2.50

,  NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
I  N2 Standing Firing
I  N3 Running Rifle Separate
I  N4 Off,

N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off,

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

85 Inf. Standing Firing
86 Inf. Advancing
87 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
88 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
810 Highland Off. Firing Pistol
811 Highland Inf Lying Firing
812 Highland Inf, Kneeling Firing
813 Highland Inf, Standing Firing
814 Highland Inf. Advancing
815 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
816 Highland inf.
8C1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
8C3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
81 "7 Officer Marching
BIB Officer Firing Pistol
819 Infantry Lying Firing
820 Infantry Kneeling Firing
821 Infantry Standing Firing
822 Infantry Advancing
823 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
825 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY
BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi
INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief
T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R"? Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer.
R9 Coassack Off.

Colonial Field Gun BOp
Colonial Mountain Gun BOp
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
(3unner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling, Set BOp
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling, Set BOp
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H"? Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer
All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only
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(Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.]

EIGHT NEW 54mm KIT RELEASES
THE BRITISH ARMY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR

AND

FRENCH INFANTRY OF THE LINE
IN CAMPAIGN DRESS

igg-IQ NB1A NB1B
Infantry Private Infantry Officer Private, Royal Fusiliers
THE BRITISH ARMY IN THE PENINSULAR WAR 1809-1814

CAST IN WHITE

METALTHESE

FIGURES ARE

AVAILABLE IN

EASY-TO-

ASSEMBLE KIT

FORM.

PRICE £1.50 EACH
PLEASE ADD 10%

POSTAGE IN U.K.,

20% OVERSEAS.

5^
•v ."I. *

nfib nfic nfia nfid nfie
Grenadier Drummer Officer Sapaur Private in Greatcoat

FRENCH INFANTRY OF THE LINE IN CAMPAIGN DRESS 1809-1815
(As worn by the French, Westphalian and other German State Armies)

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET MAYFAIR LONDON W1 Tel: 0T493 7452



How the Americans were driven into
World Wnrll

A new and unique selection of 35th - Each kit has ov(
scale Second World War 'soft-skin' military complete with authe
vehicles and weapons are now included in the degree of accuracy.
Airfix construction kit range.

AndtheaccentisAmerican.

There'sthefamousDodgeCommandCar;
The Dodge Weapon Carrier; White Scout Car;
M6Anti-TankGun;155mmHowitzer.Andal'^ mmww «rmi>
Ton Personnel Carrier. MIITl7\KY

Each kit has ove

MIUMllY

r 100 parts and comes
complete with authentic decals and a high

 VElflCU^S

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, Engianc)


